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Preface 
At the time of selection of this topic, I had not the shghtest 
imagination that so much of virgin material was still required to be 
unearthed and shown the light of the day. After the pioneer work 
of Al Zadeh in 1965 researchers had studied so much and on varied 
topics of Fuzzy sets. In fact, there is hardly any aspect of Fuzzy set 
theory on which researchers have not written something or the 
other, however little that may be such as Fuzzy Algebra to Fuzzy 
Analysis, Fuzzy Metric to Fuzzy topology. Each has found mention 
under Fuzzy Mathematics. This study has taken into account only 
the topological properties in intuitionistic fuzzy metric spaces. 
As per our knowledge, the present work is an attempt to 
define and study the intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric spaces and 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed spaces. I have tried to work out 
certain topological properties in intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
spaces. Apart from this we had also introduced A-statistical 
convergence along with statistical limit superior and statistical 
limit inferior in intuitionistic fuzzy normed spaces. 
The present exposition is divided into six chapters. In each 
chapter, the first section gives a short discussion of the work done 
in the chapter. 
The Chapter I gives a review of the notations and definitions 
which are already known in the literature that form the 
background of the thesis. This chapter includes seven sections. The 
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first section mentions some brief introduction along with the 
motivation to persue this work. The second section deals the 
notations used in the thesis, the rest of the sections describes the 
basic definitions that form the background of the thesis. In Chapter 
II we propose to define and study the concept of intuitionistic 
fuzzy 2-normed space. This chapter contains four parts viz: brief 
introduction of the work done in the chapter, some new definitions 
which are defined to study the next two sections, some elementary 
properties on intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed spaces and bounded 
linear operators on intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed spaces. 
The Chapter III opens with the introduction of the concept of 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. The next section gives detailed 
information about the auxiliary results on intuitionistic fuzzy 
2-metric spaces. In the last section, we establish Baire's theorem. 
Cantor's Intersection Theorem and Uniform Limit Theorem in 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
In Chapter IV, we define some more topological properties 
like precompactness and metrizability in intuitionistic fuzzy 
2-metric spaces. The Section 4.2 discusses the important topic of 
this chapter i.e., precompactness. The Section 4.3 establishes the 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizability and Section 4.4 discusses the 
completion of intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
The Chapter V, we define and study the concept of statistical 
limit superior and statistical limit inferior in intuitionistic fuzzy 
normed space. This chapter is divided into four parts. Second 
section consists of preliminaries; third one introduces the concept 
of statistical limit superior and statistical limit inferior in 
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intuitionistic fuzzy normed spaces. The fourth section shows the 
technique how to work with intuitionistic fuzzy normed spaces. 
In the Chapter VI of the thesis we study A-statistical 
convergence and A-statistical Cauchy on intuitionistic fuzzy 
normed space. This chapter is divided into three parts. The second 
part describes A-statistical convergence in intuitionistic fuzzy 
normed space. In the last section, we define A-statistically Cauchy 
sequences with respect to an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space and 
introduce a new concept of A-statistical completeness. 
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Chapter 1 
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
In the first section of tliis cliapter we give some brief introduction along witii the 
motivation to persue this work. This chapter also gives a review of the notations 
and definitions which are already known in the literature that form the background 
of the thesis. 
1.1. Introduction 
In 1965 Zadeh [47] first introduced the concept of fuzzy sets. Among various 
developments of this new theory, a progressive development has been made t o finci 
the fuzzy analogues of the classical set theory. Infact the fuzzy theory has become 
an area of active research for the last forty years. It has a wide range of applications 
in the field of science and engineering, e.g. population dynamics [7], chaos control 
[20], computer programming [28], nonhnear dynamical systems [29], medicine [6] etc. 
Recently, Atanassov [2,3] introduced the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy sets 
which is further studied by (Joker [8]. This has generalised the concept of fuzzy sets 
upto certain extent. We know that in fuzzy sets each element is an ordered i)air of 
the form (x, /^(x)), where /x is a function from classical set X to [0,1]. Then //(x) is 
known as the corresponding membership value and 1 — n{x) as the non membershij) 
value oi X E: X. In real world problems we encounter situations where assigning 
membership value ^{x) does not imply that 1 — iJi{x) is the non membership value 
of X G X. But it appears to be positive with value less than or equal to 1 — //(x). 
Quite recently the above philosophy of intuitionistic fuzzy sets has motivated 
Park [38] to introduce the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy metric space and in [40], 
Saadati and Park studied the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. Saadati 
[39] further studied the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. These concepts 
turned out to be a useful tool to understand fuzzy topology or intuitionistic fuzzy 
topology. Certainly there are some situations where the ordinary metric does not 
work and the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy metric seems to be more suitable in sudi 
cases. 
Fuzzy topology is one of the most important and useful tool studied by various 
authors, e.g. [1,16,17,19,27,30,46]. The most fascinating apphcation of the fuzzy 
topology in quantum physics arises in e'^ °°)-theory due to El-Naschie [9-15] who 
presented the relation of fuzzy Kahler interpolation of e*^ °°^  to the recent work on 
cosmo-topology and the Poincare dodecahedral conjecture and gave various appli-
cations and results of e^°°^-theory from nano technology to brain research. 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the basic theoretical ideas, concepts and 
techniques to deal with the topological properties in intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
spaces or inintuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed spaces defined in subsequent chapters. The 
concept of intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric spaces provides a more suitable framework 
to deal with the inexactness of the metric or 2-metric in some situations. We pay 
special emphasis on statistical convergence and its properties which is the g(>neral-
ization of the ordinary convergence in intuitionistic fuzzy normed spaces in the last 
two chapters. 
1.2. Notations 
Throughout the present work we shall use the following notations which are conven-
tional (Maddox [33]). 
N := The set of all natural numbers 
M. := The set of all real numbers 
C := The set of all complex numbers 
Y^ : means summation over k = 1 to k = oo, unless otherwise stated 
k 
lim : lim 
k k—>oo 
inf : inf, unless otherwise stated 
k fc>l 
sup : sup, unless otherwise stated 
k k>l 
X := (xfc), the sequence whose k-th term is Xk 
1.3. t-norm 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 .1 [43] . A binary operation * : [0,1] x [0,1] -^ [0,1] is said to 
be a continuous t-norm if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) * is associative and commutative, 
(b) * is continuous. 
J 
(c) a* I = a for all a G [0,1], 
(d) a *b < c* d whenever a < c and 6 < rf for each a, b,c,d e [0,1]. 
For example, a * 6 = max{a + 6 — 1,0}, a * 6 = a6 and a*b = min{a, b} on [0,1] are 
t-norms. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.3.2 [43] . A binary operation 0 : [0,1] x [0,1] -^ [0,1] is said to 
be a continuous t-conorm if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) <) is associative and commutative, 
(b) <C> is continuous, 
(c) aOO = a for all a G [0,1], 
(d) a<0>6 < cC^d whenever a < c and b < diox each a, b,c,d E [0,1]. 
For example, a(}b = min{a + b, 1} and a<C>6 = max{a, b} on [0,1] are t-conorms. 
1.4. Fuzzy sets 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.4.1 [32] . Given an arbitrary set X, a fuzzy set (on J(^ ) is a 
function fj, from X to the unit interval / = [0,1]. 
In order to understand where the idea to call such a function a fuzzy set comes 
we recall the way in which subsets of a given set are characterized. As we already 
know, a subset of X, say A, can often be described by specifying a supplementary 
property P which points of X must fulfil in order to be in A. We then write A as 
A = {x e X : X fulfils the property P}. 
For example, if X = M, and we consider the property x > 2, then we obtain the set 
of all real numbers which are larger than 2. The idea of a fuzzy set is to generalize 
the part x fulfils the property P. As long as P is a well formulated mathematical 
property there is of course no need to generalize. The need occurs as soon as we want 
to describe collections, the elements of which fulfil vaguely or imprecisely described 
properties. For example consider a set 
T — {x ER : X is a large number}, 
clearly the elements of the above set are vaguely or imprecisely described. 
Using the description of a subset A of X by means of its indicator, we see that 
the concept of a fuzzy set generalizes that notion rather than the notion of subset 
itself. The generalization consists in allowing also values between 0 and 1. The 
closer a value comes to 1, the more the point under consideration can be considered 
to fulfil the given property, the closer the value comes to 0, the less the point is 
considered to fulfil the given property. 
1.5. 2-norm and 2-metric 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .5 .1 [26] . Let X be a real vector space of dimension d, where 
2 < d < o o . A 2 — norm on X is a funtion ||., .|| : X x X —> M which satisfies, 
(a) ||a;, y\\ = 0 if and only if x and y are hnearly dependent; 
(b) \\x,y\\ = \\y,x\\; 
(c) \\ax,y\\ = \a\\\x,y\\-
(d) \\x,y + z\\ < \\x,y\\ + \\x,z\\. 
The pair (X, ||., .||) is then called a 2-normed space. 
As an example of a 2-normed space, take X = R'^  being equipped with the 
2-norni \\x,y\\ := the area of the parallelogram spanned by the vectors x and y, 
which may be given explicitly by the formula, 
\x ,y\\ = \xiy2-x2yi\, x = {xi,x2), y = (jji^y^) 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .5 .2 [25] . Let X be a nonempty set. A real valued function d on 
X X X X X is said to be a 2-metric on X if 
(a) given distinct elements x,y of X, there exists an element z oi X such that 
dix,y,z) ^0; 
(b) d{x, y, z) = 0 when atleast two of x, y, z are equal; 
(c) d{x, ?/, z) = d{x, z, y) — d{y, z, x) for all x, y, z in X; 
(d) d{x,y, z) < d{x,y, w) + d{x, w, z) + d{'w, y, z) for all x,y, z, w in X. 
The pair (X, d) is then called a 2-metric space. 
As an example of a 2-metric space, take X = M^  being equipped with the 2-
metric d{x,y,z) := the area of the triangle spanned by x, y and z, which may be 
given explicitly by the formula, 
d{x, y, z) = \xi{y2Z3 - 22^3) - X2{yiZ3 - ysZi) + X3{yiZ2 - y2^i)|, 
where 
X = ( x i , X 2 , X 3 ) , ? / = (?/l,2/2,?/3), Z= {zi,Z2,Z3). 
1.6. Intuitionistic fuzzy normed space 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .1 [40] . The five-tuple {X, //, z^ , *, 0 ) is said to be an intuition-
istic fuzzy normed space (for short, IFNS) if X is a vector space, * is a continuous 
t-norni, <C> is a continuous ^-conorm, and //, u are fuzzy sets on X x (0, oo) satisfying 
the following conditions. For every x,y ^ X and s,t > 0, 
(a) ^i{x,t) + i^{x,t) < 1, 
(b) fi{x,t)>0, 
(c) ii{x, t) = 1 if and only if a; = 0, 
(d) fi{ax, t) ~ ^j,{x, A) for each a y^ 0, 
(e) /x(x, t) * i^{y, s) < i^{x + y,t + s), 
(f) /i(x, •) : (0,oo) —> [0,1] is continuous, 
(g) lim fi{x,t) = 1 and lim.fj,{x,t) = 0, 
f->oo t—>0 
(h) uix,t)<l, 
(i) ^{x, t) = 0 if and only if x = 0, 
(j) ^{ax, t) = v[x, A) for each a 7^  0, 
(k) u{x, t)<>u{y, s) >iy(x + y,t + s), 
(1) i/{x, •) : (0, 00) -> [0,1] is continuous, 
(m) lini i'{x,t) = 0 and \\m.u{x,t) = 1. 
In this case (/x, u) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy norm. 
E x a m p l e 1 .6 .1 [40] . Suppose that (X, || ||) is a normed space and let a*b = ab 
and 0O6 = min{a + b, 1} for all a, 6 G [0, Ij. For all x G X and every t > 0, consider 
t 11x11 
n{x;t) := 77—TT and u{x;t) := t+\\x\\ ' ' ' t+ \\x\ 
Then (X, n^iy,*, <C>) is an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. 
V' ;JC»'^ • 
R e m a r k 1 . 6 . 1 . The above example displays that norm defines an intuitionistu 
fuzzy norm by 
t \\x\\ fi{x;t) :— TT-—7 and u{x;t) := :—-7. 10 
t + ||x|| ^ ' ^ t+ \\x\\ 
for all X E X and t > 0. But converse need not be true. Since if 
\x =ti^-—-l] or X =- ^ - ^ {b) 
then for a G 
M\ = ( ^ ^ -1 
\l^{ax;t) 
( 1 
7^  |a|||Q;a;||. 
On the other hand, 
W 1 
\ax\\ — \a\ 1^1 VM3;;o) 
provided (b) is true and then we can replace t by A . Then A = t ^ |a:| = 1, whilc^  
Q is any real number. Further, if (b) is true than \i{x,t\) = [i{x,t2) — • • • . since 
left hand side is independent of t. This again implies that (b) is not true in general. 
Hence i-i{x;t) and iy{x;t) given above do not define the norm. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .2 [40] . Let {X,id,p,*,(}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed 
space. Then a sequence x = (xn) is said to be convergent to L E X with respect 
to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/i, u) if for every e > 0 and t > 0, there exists a 
positive integer ko such that fj,{xn — L\t) > 1 — e and i'{xn — L;t) < e whenever 
n > ko- In this case, we write (/i,u)-\im.x = L 01 Xn A L as n ^ CXD. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .3 [40] . Let (X,//, i^ , *,<)) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed 
space. Then a sequence x = (x„) is said to be a Cauchy sequence with respect to 
the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (//, u) if for every e > 0 and t > 0, there exists a posi-
tive integer ko such that /x(x„ — Xm', t) > 1 — e and ^{xn — x^; t) < e for all n, m > k^. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .4 [40] . The 5-tuple (E", $,'!',*,<>) is called an znimtomsfar 
fuzzy Euclidean normed space if * is a t-norm, 0 is a t-conorm and ($, ^ ) is an 
intuitionistic fuzzy Euclidean norm defined by 
n 
Hx;t) = ^lji{xj-t) 
i=i 
6 
and 
n 
i=i 
where x = {xi,X2--- , Xn), z = {zi,Z2--- ,Zn), n j=i % = ai * 02 * • • • * a„, [J"^^ Oj = 
(ii(}0'2^ • • • (^0,71, and t > 0, and (//, u) is an intuitionistic fuzzy norm. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .5 [40] . Let (X,/x,z/,*,0) and (X,/i',z^', *',<>') be intuitionistic 
fuzzy normed spaces. Then two intuitionistic fuzzy norms (//, u) and (//', u') are said 
to be equivalent whenever Xn ——f x in (X, ^, u, *, <>) if and only if Xn —-^ x in 
(X,/.',/.', * ' ,0 ')-
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .6 [40] . A Unear operator T : {X, fi,u,*,<}) —> (X,/i',//'.*', 0'i 
is said to be intuitionistic fuzzy topological isomorphism, if T is bijective, and bicon-
tinuous. Intuitionistic fuzzy normed spaces (X, /i, u, *, <>) and {X, fi', u', *', <0>') for 
which such a T exists are said to be intuitionistic fuzzy topological isomorphic. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .7 [40] . A Hnear operator T : {X, //, u, *, 0) —> {X, ^if, u'. *', 0'> 
is said to be intuitionistic fuzzy bounded if there exist constants /i, A; G M — {0} such 
that for every a:(nonzero) G X and for every t > 0, 
^i{Tx-t) > ^i{hx;t), 
and 
u'{Tx;t) <u{kx]t). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .6 .8 [40] . T is said to be intuitionistic fuzzy continuous at Xo G X 
if for given e there exists some 5 = S{e) > 0 such that for x G X 
fi'{Tx — Txo] e) > iJ,{x — Xo] 6), 
and 
^{Tx — Txo'ie) < i'{x — Xo]5). 
1.7. Intuitionistic fuzzy metric space 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .1 [38] . The five-tuple ( X , M , X , * , ^ ) is said to be an intu-
itionistic fuzzy m^etric space (for short, IFMS) if X is an arbitrary (non-empty) 
set, * is a continuous t-norm, <0> is a continuous t-conorm, and M,N fuzzy sets on 
X X X X (0, oo) satisfying the following conditions. For every x,y,z e X and s.t > 0. 
(a) M{x,y,t) + N{x,y,t)<l, 
(b) M{x,y,t)>0, 
(c) M{x, y,t) = I if and only ii x = y, 
(d) M{x,y,t)^M{y,x,t), 
(e) M{x, y, t) * M(y, z, s) < M{x, z, t + s), 
(f) M(x, y, •) : (0, oo) —)• [0,1] is continuous, 
(g) N{x,y,t)<l, 
(h) N{x, y,t) = 0 if and only if x = y, 
(i) N{x,y,t)=N{y,x,t), 
(k) Nix, y, t)ON{y, z, s) > N{x, z, t + s), 
(1) N{x, y,-) : (0, oo) -^ [0,1] is continuous, 
Then (M, A'^ ) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy metric on X. 
E x a m p l e 1 .7 .1 [38] . Suppose that {X,d) is a metric space and let a * 6 = nb 
and a(}b — min{a + 6,1} for all a,b E [0,1]. For all x,y E X and every t > 0. 
consider 
M{x,y;t):= r and N{x,y;t) :-- ^^'^^ 
t + d{x,y) ' ' t + d{x,y) 
Then (X,fx, u, *, <)) is an intuitionistic fuzzy metric space. 
As in [40], we have the following Remarks 
R e m a r k 1 .7 .1 [40] . Let {X, /j,, u, *, 0 ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy nornied space. 
If we define 
M{x, y; t) = n{x — y; t) for all z E X, 
and 
N{x, y; t) = v{x — y\ t) for all z E X. 
Then (M, A^ ) is an intuitionistic fuzzy metric on X, which is induced by the intu-
itionistic fuzzy norm (/i, u) 
R e m a r k 1 .7 .2 [40] . Let (X, fi, u, *, 0 ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. 
Then, for any t > 0, the following hold: 
(1) /x(x; t) and :^(x; t) are nondecreasing and nonincreasing with respect to t and for 
all y E X, respectively. 
(2) iJ,{x — y; t) = ij,{y — x; t) and u{x — y; t) = u{y — x; t) for all z ^ X. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .2 [38] . Let (X,M,N,*,<}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space, and let r e (0,1), ^ > 0 and x E X. The set B{x, r,t) = {y € X : M{x, y; t) > 
1 — r, N{x,y; t) < r} is called the open ball with center x and radius r with respect 
to t . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .3 [38] . Let (X, M,Ar, *,<>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space, then a ^ C X is said to an open set if each of its points is the centre of some 
open ball contained in U. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .4 [38] . Let (X,M, A'',*, 0 ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space. A subset A of X is said to be IF-bounded if there exist t > 0 and r G (0,1) 
such that M{x,y;t) > 1 — r and N{x,y;t) < r for all x,y E A,. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .5 [38] . Let {X,M,N,*,(}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space. A sequence (x„) in X is said to be Cauchy if for each e > 0 and each t > 0. 
there exists no G N such that M{xn,Xm',t) > 1 — r and N{xn,Xm]t) < r for all 
n,ni > no. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .6 [38] . Let (X, M, A'', * ,0) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space. A sequence x = (xk) is said to be convergent to L E X, with respect to the 
intuitionistic fuzzy metric (M, N) if, for every e > 0 and t > 0, there exists ko € N 
such that M{xk,L;t) > 1 — e and N(xk,L;t) < e for all k > ko- In this case we 
write (M, N)- limx = L or Xk —>• L as fe -4 oo. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .7 [38] . Let {X,M,N,*,<)) be an intuitionistic fuzzy met-
ric space. Define T(^M,N)={^ C X : for each x 6 A, there exists t > 0 and r e 
(0,1) such that B{x,r,t) C A}. 
Then T(^M,N) is a topology on {X, M, N, *, <)). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .8 [38] . Let {X,M,N,*,<(}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space. Then it is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence is convergent with 
respect to T(^M,N)-
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .9 [38] . Let (X, M,JV, *,C>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space. A collection (-F'n)nGN of non-empty sets is said to have intuitionistic fuzzy dia-
meter zero if for each r G (0,1), and each t > 0, there exists no G N such that 
M{x,y;t)>l-r, N{x,y]t) <r for all x,y e F„„. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .10 [38] . Let X be any nonempty set and (Y, M, A^ , *, 0) be an 
intuitionistic fuzzy metric space. Then a sequence (/„) of functions from X to F is 
said to converge uniformly to a funtion / from X toY if given t > 0 and r G (0,1). 
there exists rio G N such that M{fn{x), f{x);t) > I — r and N{fn{x), f{x);t) < r 
for all n > no and for all x G X. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .11 [40] . Let {X,M,N,*,<}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space and A C X. Then A is precompact if for each r G (0,1) and t > 0, there exists 
a finite subset S oi A such that 
A^ \jB{x,r,t). 
xes 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .12 [40] . Let {X,M,N,*,<}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space, X e X and 0 7^  A C X. We define 
D{x,A,t) = sup{Af(x,y;t) -.yeA} {t> 0) 
and 
C(x, A, t) = inf{A^(x, y;t):yeA}{t>0). 
Note that D{x, A, t) and C{x, A, t) are a degree of closeness and a degree of 
non-closeness of x to A at t, respectively. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 7 . 1 3 [40] . A topological space is called a topo/o^fzca/Zy comp/efe 
intuitionistic fuzzy metrizable space if there exists a complete intuitionistic fuzzy 
metric inducing the given topology on it. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .14 [1]. Let (X,M,A^,*,0) and {Y,M',N', *',<}') be two in-
tuitionistic fuzzy metric spaces. A mapping / from X to y is called an isomefrij 
if for each x,y E X and t > 0, M{x,y;t) = M'{f{x),f(y);t) and N{x,y;t) = 
N'{f{x)J{y)-t). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .15 [1]. Let (X,M,A^,*,0) and (y, M', A '^, *', ^ ' ) be two m-
tuitionistic fuzzy metric spaces. Then X and Y are called isometric if there is an 
isometry between X and Y. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .7 .16 [1]. Let (AT, M,A^, * ,0) be an intuitionistic fuzzy metric 
space. Then the completion of (X, M, A", *, <0>) is a complete intuitionistic fuzzy 
metric space (Y, M\ N\ *', 0') such that (X, M, A^ , *, 0 ) is isometric to a dense sub-
space of Y. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 7 . 1 7 [1]. Let (X, M, iV, *, C>) and {Y,M',N', *',<}') be two in-
tuitionistic fuzzy metric spaces. A mapping f : X —^ Y is uniformly continuous 
if for each e G (0,1) and each t > 0, there exist 5 G (0,1) and s > 0 such that 
M'{f{x)J{y);t) > 1 - e and N'{f{x),f{y)-t) < e whenever M{x,y;s) >1-S and 
N{x, y; s) < 5 for aU z G X. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 7 . 1 8 [1]. Let {X,M,N,*,<)) and {¥,M',N', *', <}') be two intu-
itionistic fuzzy metric spaces. Then, X and Y are called uniformly isomorphic if 
there is a bijection f : X ^ Y such that both / and f~^ are uniformly continuous 
in the sense of Definition L7.17. In this case we say that / is a uniform isomorphism 
between {X, M, TV, *, 0) and (F, M', N', *', <}'). 
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Chapter 2 
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY 2-NORMED SPACES AND 
SOME RELATED CONCEPTS 
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY 2-NORMED SPACES AND 
SOME RELATED CONCEPTS^ 
2.1. Introduction 
In the present chapter we propose to define and study the concept of intuitionis 
tic fuzzy 2-norined space. This chapter is particularly useful for the comparati\'(' 
study of the term boundedness and convergence in usual normed space (M, |.|) and 
to those in intuitionistic fuzzy 2- normed space. We also introduce intuitionistic 
fuzzy Euclidean 2-normed space (E",$,^,*,<)) and prove that every pair of intu-
itionistic fuzzy 2- norms {fx, u)^ and (//', u')2 are equivalent for a finite dimensional 
vector space X. 
In Section 2.3 we establish a relationship between isomorphic spaces defined in 
Section 2.2. Then we further prove in the last section that the 2-normed spaces and 
their topologies are equivalent to those of intuitionistic fuzzy 2- normed spaces. 
2.2. Some new Definitions 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . 1 . The five-tuple (X,/i,i^, *,<>) is said to be an intuiUonistic 
fuzzy 2- normed space (for short, IF-2-NS) if X is a vector space, * is a continuous 
t-norm, 0 is a continuous t-conorm, and /J,,J/ are fuzzy sets on X x X x (0,oc) 
satisfying the following conditions for every x,y,z e X, and s,^ > 0 
(a) (i{x,y;t) + iy{x,y;t) < 1, 
(b) nix,y;t) > 0, 
(c) n{x,y;t) = 1 if and only if x and y are linearly dependent, 
(d) ^i{ax, y; t) = ii{x, y; ^ ) for each a 7^  0, 
(e) n{x,y]t)* n{x,z;s) < id{x,y + z;t + s), 
(f) n.{x,y; •) : (0,oo) -> [0,1] is continuous, 
(g) lim //(x, y;t) = 1 and lim fi{x, y; t) = 0, 
^Results of this chapter have been published in the Chaos Solitons & Fractals (2008) 
doi:10.1016/j.chaos.2008.09.018. 
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(h) fi{x,y]t) = ii{y,x;t) 
(i) u(x,y;t) < 1, 
(j) i/(x, y; t) = 0 if and only if x and y are linearly dependent, 
(k) iy{ax, y; t) = iy{x, y; j^ ) for each a y^ 0, 
(1) u{x, y; t)^u{x, z; s) > u{x, y + z;t + s), 
(m) i'{x,y; •) : (0, oo) —)• [0,1] is continuous, 
(n) lim ^{x, y;t) = 0 and limI'lx, y;t) = I. 
(h) p{x,y-t) = u{y,x;t) 
In this case (fi, u) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy 2 -norm on X, and we de-
note it by (/i, z/)2. 
Let {X, ||., .||) be a 2-normed space, and let a * 6 = a5 and a(}b = min{a f b, 1} 
for all a,b e [0,1]. For all x G X and every t > 0, consider 
^{x,y;t):= --— and u{x,y;t) :--
t + ||x,y|| t + \\x,y\\ 
Then (X, /U, z^ , *, <)) is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed space. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . 2 . Let A be the family of all finite and non-empty subsets of 
the vector space X, A £ A, t > 0 and r G (0,1). By a neighborhood of zero in the 
vector space X we mean a subset of X defined by 
X{t,r,A) — {x e X : fi{x,y;t) > 1 — r and iy{x,y;t) < r, for all y ^ A}. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . 3 . The 5-tuple (M" ,$ ,^ ,* ,0 ) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy 
Euclidean 2-normed space if * is a t-norm, <0 is a t-conorm and ($, 'I')2 is an intu-
itionistic fuzzy Euclidean 2-norm defined by 
n 
$(x,^;t) = Y[ii{xj,z]t) 
and 
^{x,z;t) = JJ_iy(xj,z]t), 
i = i 
where x = {xi,X2--- , x„), z = {zi,Z2--- ,Zn), n j=i a^ - = Oi * 02 * • • • * a„, []"^i aj 
0'i'C>ci2'(} • • • {>a„, and ^ > 0, and (//, 1^)2 is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-norm. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . 4 . Let {X, n, i/, *, <>) and {X, //', u', *', 0') be intuitionistic fuzzy 
2-normed spaces. Then two intuitionistic fuzzy 2-norms (/x, 1^)2 and {fi', v')^ are said 
to be equivalent whenever x„ - ^ x in (X,/x, i/, *, <>) if and only if a;„ '^-^" x in 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . 5 . A Hnear operator T : {X,ii,u,*,<)) —> (X,^',zy', *'.<>') is 
said to be intuitiomstic fuzzy 2-topological isomorphism if T is bijective, and bicon-
tinuous. Intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed spaces {X, ji, u, *, <0>) and {X, ji', v', *', •()') for 
which such a T exists are intuitionistic fuzzy 2-topological isomorphic. 
2.3. Some elementary properties on intuitionistic fuzzy 2-
normed spaces 
In this section we introduce the following basic results involving the idea ol 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed space. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 1 . In an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed space every compact set is 
closed and IF2-bounded. 
P r o o f . Easy to prove. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 2 . A subset A of R be IF2-bounded in (M, /x, ly, *, 0 ) if and only 
if it is bounded in M. 
P r o o f . Let A of R be lF2-bounded in (M, fi,u, *,<}). Then there are to > 0 and 
To G (0,1) such that for every nonzero a,b E A such that a — 5 ^ 0, we have 
1 -To < iJ,{a-b,y;to) 
= / i ( l , y;,——) for all y G M 
and 
To > u{a- b,y;to) 
^u{l,y;-^) for ally 6 M. 
\a — b\ 
Therefore, there exists k 6 R+ such that \a — b\ < k, that is A is bounded in M. The 
converse is easy. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 3 . A sequence (/?„) is convergent in the intuitionistic fuzzy % 
normed space (R, /i, J^ , *, 0 ) if and only if it is convergent in (M, |.|). 
P r o o f . If |/5„ - /9| ^ 0, then 
Hm //(/?„ - /?, y\ t) = hm //(I, y; — - ) 
= //(l,?/;cx?) = 1 
and 
lim u{pn - P, y, t) = hm iy{l, y; — —) 
= j^(l,?/;oo) = 0, 
that is Pn -^ P in (M, fi, u, *, 0 ) . 
Conversely, suppose that lim„_^oo l^iPn-P,y\t) = I and lim„^oo i^iPn-P,,'/; )^ == 
0 for all y G E. If liminf(/?„ — P) = u, limsup(/3„ — P) = v and w, f are not +oo 
or —oo, then we can find subsequences {pn^ — /?), {Pmk ~ P) converging to u, r, 
respectively. By assumption, we get fi{u, y; t) ~ n{v, y;t) = I for alH > 0 and // G M, 
this implies u, y and v, y are linearly dependent for all y G M. Hence au + ,5?/ ^ 
0 and aiv + Piy = 0 for all y G M where atleast one oi a,P ^ 0, and ai,Pi ^ (1. The 
above condition holds for all ?/ G R if and only if p and Pi = 0. Hence a and QI ^ 0. 
Therefore au = 0 and aiu = 0, so u = v — 0, i.e. the limit of {Pn — P} exists and 
is 0. If one of these or both are infinite, then since fj,{x,y;t) — fi{l,y; A) and JJ is 
nondecreasing in third variable, 
lim sup//(I,?/;— - ) < lim fj,{Pn - P,y;t) 
\Pn - P\ '^ ^°° 
< liminf/i(l,y; 
\Pn-PV' 
Now, if liminf(/3„ — /3) = —oo, then we have 
lim id{Pn - P, y; t) < lim inf /i(/3„ - /?, y; t) 
^ l i m i n f M l , . ; ^ ^ ) . 
This implies 1 < 0 by Definition 2.2.1.(g). If limsup(/?„-/3) = +oo then liniinf(/3-
Pn) = -OO, and again 1 < 0. Therefore, liuin-^ociPn - /3) = 0, that is, (,3„) is 
convergent in (M, |.|). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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C o r o l l o r y 2 . 3 . 1 . If the real sequence (/5„) is \Y2-h0unded, then it has at least 
one limit point. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 4 . If <> = max and * = min, then (M", $, '^, *, <>) is an intuition-
istic fuzzy 2-normed space. 
P r o o f . We omit the proof because it is straightforward. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
C o r o l l o r y 2 . 3 . 2 . The intuitionistic fuzzy Euclidean 2-normed space (R", <l>, ^1', ^ , 
is complete. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 5 . Let {xi,--- ,Xn\ be a linearly independent set of vectors m 
vector space X and (X, //, v, *, 0 ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-nornied space. Then 
there are numbers c,d^Q and an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed space (R, fj,o,i^c,*,()) 
such that for every choice of real numbers ai,- • • , Qn we have 
/x(aiXi + • • • + anXn,z;t) < [io{c[\ai\ + • • • + |a„|], z;t) for all z G X (2.3.1) 
and 
v{aiXi + • • • + anXn,z\t) > Uo{d[\ai\ + •••-!- |an|],2;t) for all z e X. (2.3.2) 
Proof . Put s = |ai | -I- • • • -I- |Qn|. If s = 0, all a'^s must be zero, so (2.3.1) and 
(2.3.2) hold for any c,d^O. Let s > 0. Then (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) are equivalent to 
the inequalities which we obtain from (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) by dividing s and putting 
Pj = —, that is, 
t '^  
l^{PiXi + --- + pnXn,z;t') <//o(c,z;0> t' = -, ^ W = 1 for a l l z e X (2.3.3) 
and 
s 
t 
p{(3iXi + ---+pnXn,z;t')>Uo{d,z;t'), t ' - - , ^ |/3j| = 1 for all z G X. (2.3.41 
Hence it suffices to prove the existence of c, d 7^  0 and an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-norm 
{j-J-o,1^0)2 such that (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) hold. Suppose that this is not true. Then 
there exists a sequence (y,^) of vectors 
n 
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such that fj.{y„T,,z;t) —>• 1 and u(ym,z;t) —>• 0 as m ^ oo for every t > 0 and foi 
n 
all z G X. Smce Yl \Pj,m\ = 1, we have \Pj,m\ < 1 and then by Theorem 2.3.2. 
the sequence {Pj,m) is IF2-bounded. From Corollary 2.3.1, (/3i,m) has a convergent 
subsequence. Let Pi denote the limit of that subsequence, and let (yi^m) denote tlit 
corresponding subsequence of (j/m)- By the same argument, (?/i,m) has a subsec^uence 
(y2,m) for which the corresponding sequence of real numbers (/?2,m) converges to some 
P2- Continuing this process, after n steps we obtain a subsequence {yn,m) of (^„,) 
such that 
n n 
yn,m = / _, lj,m^j; ( / _, l7i,m| = f j 
and 7j;„,, —)• /3j as m —^  oo. Since 
n n 
lim//(yn,m - y^,^j3: j , 2; ^) = l i m l ^ ( y h j , m - Pj)xj, z; t) for all z e X 
> lim[/^((7i,„i - /3i)a;i, 2; - ) * • • • * /i((7„,m - /?n)a;n, 2; - ) ] = 1 for all z e X 
m n n 
and 
lim^{yn,^ - y^,PjXj,z\ t) = limz^(^^(Ti.m - /^i)^:^, z; t) for all 2; G X 
m 
< lim[i/((7i,„, - /3i)xi, z; -)C> • • • <}v{{ln,m - /3n)a;n, z] - ) ] = 0 for all z G X, )n n n 
we have 
n n 
lim y„,„, = V/^jXj-, ( V |/?j| = 1), 
n 
so that not all /?j can be zero. Put y = Yli (^j^j- Since [xi, • • • , x„} is a hnearly 
3=1 
independent set, we thus have y ^ 0. Since fi{ym, z;t) -^ 1 and ^{ym, z; t) —> 0 as 
m -> 00 for every t > 0 and for all 2; G X by assumption, we have fx{yn,Tn, z; t) -> 1 
and u{yn,7n, z; t) —>• 0 as m -4 00 for every t > 0 and for all z G X . Hence 
li{y, z; t) = /x((y - y„,™) + yn,m, z] t) 
> Ky - Vn^m, Z; - ) * fliyn^m, Z; - ) ^ 1 
and 
i^(y, z; t) = z/((y - |/„,^) + yn,m, z; t) 
< l^{y - yn,m, Z; -)<>l^{yn,m, Z; - ) ^ 0 
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for all z e X. Therefore y, z are linearly dependent for all z e X which imphes that 
ay + i3z = 0 for atleast one of a,/5 7^  0. The above condition holds for all .: G A' 
if and only if /? = 0. Hence ay = 0 for some a y^ 0 and thus y = 0 which yields a 
contradiction. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 . 6 . On a finite dimensional vector space X every two intuitionistir 
fuzzy 2-norms {/i, v)2 and (/x', v')2 are equivalent. 
P r o o f . Let dimX = n and {xi, • • • , x„} be a basis for X. Then every x € A' has 
a unique representation x = ^^ Q^ j'^ i- Let x„i - ^ x in (X,/x, z/, * ,0) but for eacl, 
m G N, x^ has a unique representation, i.e. 
Xm = OLi^raVl H h an^rnVn-
By Theorem 2.3.5, there are c,d ^ 0 and an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-norm {jio,i^c]i 
such that (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) hold. Therefore 
n 
< iio{c\aj^rn — ctj\, z; t) for ah z ^ X 
and 
n 
u{xm-x,z;t) > Uoid'^laj^m - cij\, z;t) 
i=i 
> Voidlaj^m — C(.j\,z]t) for all z G A^ . 
Now, if m —)- 00 then fx{xm - x,z;t) -^ 1 and i/(x^ - x, z; t) -> 0 for every f ; 0 
and for all ^ G X and hence \aj,m - ctjl -> 0 in R. On the other hand, 
/i'(x„, - X, 2; t) > ij!{{ai^m - ai)vi, 2; - ) * ' • • • *' Ai'((a„,„, - Q'^)?;„, 2; - ) 
n n 
and 
= Ai'(wi, Z\ —. r ) * ' • • • * ' ^'{Vn, Z\ 
n{ax,m. - ai) 
v\xm - X, 2; i) < v\{ai^^ - al)^;l, 2; - ) 0 ' • • • OV((a„,„, - a„)w„, i-; - ] 
Z ^ ^ l , 2; - 7 ^ ^)<>' • • • <?'^\^n. Z\ * 
n(ai,m - a i j n(an,„, - a,; 
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Since |«,-^ - a,-1 ^ 0, ^^^~z^) ^ oo and thus we have ^'{vj,z; ,(„.^^,„^)) ^ 1 
and z^ '(?;,-, z;-^— r)-> 0 and for all z G X. Then x^ - ^ ^ x in (X,//', z/', *', 0')-
With the same argument, Xm ' ^ ^ x in (X,//',z^', *', 0') implies x^ ^ " x in 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
2.4. Bounded linear operators on intuitionistic fuzzy 2-nornied 
spaces 
In this section we define intuitionistic fuzzy 2-bounded and intuitionistic fuzzy 
2-continuous operators and establish some interesting analogues of classical theo-
rems. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 4 . 1 . A linear operator T : {X,n,u,*,<}) —> {X,fi',u', *',<}') is 
said to be intuitionistic fuzzy 2-bounded if there exist constants h,k E R — {0} such 
that for every x, ^(nonzero) G X and for every ^ > 0, 
lJt!{Tx^z,t) > ix{hx,z,t), 
and 
u'{Tx,z,t) < u{kx,z,t). 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 4 . 2 . T is said to be intuitionistic fuzzy 2-continuous at Xo G X if 
for given e there exists some S = 5{e) > 0 such that for x G X and for all nonzero 
zeX 
n'{Tx — Txo, z; e) > //(x — Xo, z; 5), 
and 
u'{Tx — Txo, z\ e) < v{x — Xo, z\ 8). 
It is easily seen that: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 4 . 1 . Every intuitionistic fuzzy 2-bounded linear operator is con-
tinuous. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 1 . A linear operator T : (AT, ;U, z^ , *,<» —)• (A,//', z^ ', *', <>') is 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-topological isomorphism if T is onto and there exist constants 
a,b,a',b' ^ 0 such that iJ,{ax,z,t) < ii'{Tx,z,t) < ^{bx,z,t) and i'{a'x,z.t) < 
iy'{Tx,z,t) < iy{b'x,z,t). 
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P r o o f . By hypothesis T is intuitionistic fuzzy 2-bounded and by Definition 2.4,2., 
is continuous and since Tx = 0 implies 1 = iJ,'{Tx,z,t) < ij,{x,z,47) and conse-
quently X = 0 and then T is one-to-one. Thus T~^ exists and, since n'{Tx, z, t) < 
li{hx, z, t) and z^'(Tx, ^, t) < ^{h'x, z, t) are equivalent to /[/(j/, z, t) < fi{bT~^y, z, t) ~ 
n{T~^y,z,^^) and u{y,z,t) < u{h'T-^y,z,t) = u{T-^y,z,^^) or ^\\y,z,t) < 
fi{T~^y,z,t) and p'{\y,z,t) < u{T'^y,z,t) where y ~ Tx, we see T~^ is intu-
itionistic fuzzy 2-bounded and, by Definition 2.4.2., is continuous. Hence T is an 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-topological isomorphism. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
C o r o l l o r y 2 . 4 . 1 . Intuitionistic fuzzy 2-topologically isomorphism preserves 
completeness. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 2 . Every linear operator T : (X,ii,iy,*,<}) —> {X,n',iy'.*,<}) 
where <^  = max, * = min and dimX < oo but other not necessarily finite dimen-
sional, is continuous. 
Proof . If we define 
n"{x, z, t) = fi{x, z, t)*fj,'{Tx, z, t) 
(2,4.li 
and 
i^"(x, z, t) = v{x, z, t)(}v'{Tx, z, t), 
(2,4,2) 
then (X, fj,", ly", *, (}) is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed space because, (a), (b), (c). 
(d), (f), (g), (h), (i), (j), (k), (m), (n) of Definition 2.2.1. are immediate from 
definition. For the inequalities (e) and (1) 
fi"{z, x, t) * ij."{z, y, s) = iJ."{x, z, t) * n"{y, z, s) 
= [/x(x, z, t) * n'{Tx, z, t)] * [ii{y, z, s) * fi\Ty, z, s)] 
= [yu(x, z, t) * ^ {y, z, s)] * [fi'{Tx, z, t) * ii'(Ty, z, s)] 
< ii{x + y,z,t^- s)* /j,'(T(x + y),z,t + s) 
= fi"{x+y, z, t+s) = fi"{z, x+y, t+s) 
Similararly we can prove (k). Now, let x„ ^^^ x then by Theorem 2.3.6. Xn ^—-^ ' x 
but since by (2.4.1) and (2.4.2), ^'(Tx, z, t) > iJ,"{x, z, t) and iy'{Tx, z, t) < p"{x, z, t) 
for all 2 G X, then T{xn) - ^ ^ Tx. Hence T is continuous. 
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This completes the proof of the theorem. 
C o r o U o r y 2 . 4 . 2 . Every hnear isomorphism between finite dimensional intu-
itionistic fuzzy 2-normed spaces is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-topological isomorphism. 
C o r o l l o r y 2 . 4 . 3 . Every finite dimensional intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed space 
{X, //, z/, *, <0>), where <) = max and * = min, is complete. 
Proof . Let <> = max and * = min. By Corollary 2.4.1., (X,/i, i/, *, <>) is intu-
itionistic fuzzy 2-topologically isomorphic to (M", /i, i^ , *, 0 ) . Since (M", /i, i^ , *, 0) is 
complete and intuitionistic fuzzy 2-topological isomorphism preserves completeness, 
{X, fi,iy,*, <)) is complete. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 3 . Let (X,/x, i/, *,<0>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed space 
where *m, <C>m be such that * > *„, *C> < (}m and a *m b = max(a + b - 1,0), 
a^mb = min(a + b,l). Then the family 
X := {X{t, r,A):t>0, re (0,1), for each A e A} 
is a base system of neighborhoods of zero in the Vector space X, where A is the 
family of all finite and non-empty subsets of the Vector space X. 
P r o o f . Let X{tk,rk,Ak), A; = 1,2 be in V. We consider A = Ai U A2, t = 
min{ti,t2}, r = min{ri,r2}, then X{t,r,A) C X{ti,ri,Ai) n X(t2,r2,^2)- L<'t 
a G M such that 0 < a < 1 and x G aX{t, r. A), then x — ay, where y £ X{t, r, A). 
For every y e A we have 
^i{x,y•,t) = fi{ay,y]t) 
^^ 
= Hy,y^-) = 1 > 1 ~ r 
a 
and 
v{x,y]t) = u{ay,y;t) 
= ny,y',-) = 0 < r. 
a 
This shows that x G X{t,r,A), hence aX{t,r,A) C X{t,r,A). Now, let us show 
that, for every B c X and x e B, there exists /? G E, /3 / 0 such that Px G B. 
If B G A" then there exist t > 0, r G (0,1) and A G .A such that B = X{t, r, A). 
Let x be arbitrarily fixed in X and a G M, a / 0, then /j.{ax,y;t) = //(x, ?/; A) 
and iy(Qx,y;t) = iy{x,y; ^ ) . Since lim ii{x,y; ^ ) = 1 and lim iy{x,y; r^) = 0, it 
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follows that, for every y e A there exists a{y) E R such that fj,{x,y; | ^ ) > 1 - / 
and iy{x,y; | ^ ) < r. If we choose p ^ mm{\a{y)\ : ?/ 6 A}, then we have 
li{Px,y-t) = fi{x,y;j-) 
t ^ . 
Hy)\ 
and 
u{(5x,y-t) = u{x,y;~) 
t ^ 
Hy)\ 
for aU y G yl, hence Px e B. Let us prove that for any B e X, there exists Bo E X 
such that Bo + -Bo C S. li B = X{t,r,A) and x G X{t,r,A), then there exists 
77 > 0 such that iJ,{x,y]t) > 1 - TJ > 1 - r and ^{x,y\t) < TJ < r for each y € A. If 
B„ = 1/(|, 2^  A) and x, 2 e 5o, ?/ e >1 by the inequahty (e) and (1), we have 
lj.(x + z,y,t) = id{y,x + z,t) 
> ( l - ^ ) * ( l - ^ ) > ( l - ^ ) * - n ( l - ^ ) 
> l - 7 7 > l - r , 
iy{x + z,y,t) = u(y,x + z,t) 
< (^y> 2;, - ) M 2 / , ^, 2) = H^, y, 2 )^^(^' ^' 2^ 
- 2 ^ 2 - 2^" '2 
< T] < r. 
The above inequalities shows that Bo + -Bo C B. In what follows we show that 
B c X and a G R, a 7^  0 imphes aB C A'. Let us remark that aB = aV{t, r. A) =^ 
{ax : iJ.{ax, y;t) > 1 — r and iy{ax, y; t) < r, for all y G A} and fi{x, y;t) > 1 — r if 
and only if/i(x, t/; ^ ) = ii{ax,y\ \a\t) > 1 — r. This shows that aB = i?(|ci|t, r, A). 
hence aB G X. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
R e m a r k 2 . 4 . 1 . The above statements show that X isa. base for a system neigh-
borhoods of the origin. The topology generated by this system on the vector space 
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X is named IF2-topology on X. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . 4 . Let X be the vector space over the field R of real number;-
let * = min and <C> = max and let us consider the mappings: 
/ : X x X - ^ [ 0 , o o ) , 
and 
//, z/ : X X X X [0,1] —> [0,1] 
such that 
li{x, y, t) = r and u{x, y, t) -
t + f{x,y) ' '^ ' ' t + f{x,yy 
Then: 
a) {X, f) is a 2-normed space if and only if {X, fj,, u, *, <>) is an intuitionistic fuzzy 
2-normed space. 
b) Topologies generated by / and {jj,, u)2 on X are equivalent. 
Proof . First, let us suppose that (X , / ) be a 2-norm. If {x,y) ^ X x X, t > 0 
and a G R - {0} then: 
lj,{ax,y;t) = 
y{ax,y;t) =-
t + f{ax,y) 
t 
t ^ H ^ ( j _ 
t+\a\f{x,y) |^ + / (x,y) ^^"^'^'l^l 
f{(^x,y) 
t + f(ax,y) 
\a\f{x,y) f{x,y) , t 
-iy{x,y; t + \a\f{x,y) j^^+fix,y) ' '"'1^1 
Similarly 
li{x,ay;t) = n{x,y;--) 
\a\ 
and 
p{x,ay;t) = u{x,y;—-). 
\a\ 
Let us prove the properties (e), (1). We suppose that there exist ti,t2 > 0 and 
x,y, z ^ X such that 
fi{x, y + z;ti+ ts) < K^, y, ti) * t^{x, z; ta) = min{ \ -, / - } , 
1^ +f{x,y) t2 + f{x,z)' 
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then it follows 
h +12 h 
ti+t2 + fix,y + z) ti + f(x,y)' 
tl+t2 ^ t2 
ti+t2 + f{x,y + z) t2 + f{x,z)' 
Hence 
(^ 1 + t2)f{x, y) < tif{x, y + z); 
{h + t2)f{x, z) < t2f{x,y + z). 
By addition it follows 
(ti + t2){f{x,y) + /(x,z)) < (ti + t2)f{x,y + z). 
This implies that 
f{x, y) + /(a;, z) < f{x, y + z). 
Which is contrary to the fact that / is a 2-norm. Consequently, 
/x(x, y + z;ti + 12) > min{//(x, y; ti), //(x, z; ^ 2) for all x,y,z e X, ti,t2 > 0} 
Similarly 
u{x,y + z]ti + t2) > v{x,y;ti)<}u{x,z\^2) = max{ ] -, / r}, 
ti + f{x,y) t2 + f{x,z) 
then it follows 
f{x,y + z) f{x,y) > 
ti+t2 + fix,y + z) ti + f{x,y)' 
f{x,y + z) ^ f{x,z) 
ti+t2 + f{x,y + z) t2 + f{x,z)' 
Hence 
tif{x, y + z)> {ti+ t2)f{x, y); 
t2f{x,y + z) > {ti + t2)f{x,z). 
By addition it follows 
{h + t2)if{x,y) + / (x , z)) < (ti + t2)fix,y + z). 
This implies that 
fix,y) + /(a;, z) < f(x,y + z). 
Which is contrary to the fact that / is a 2-norm. Consequently, 
iy{x,y + z,ti +^2) < ma.x{iy{x,y,ti),u{x,z,t2) for all x,y,z e X,ti,t2 > 0}. 
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So the conditions (e) and (1) are verified. 
Conversely, let (/j., 1^ )2 be intuitionistic fuzzy 2-nornied space defined on X x 
X X [0,1]. Since ii{ax,y,t) ~ iJ-{x,y, A) then 
t a\ 
t + f{ax,y) ^ + /(a;,y) t + \a\f{x,y) 
=> f{ax,y) = \a\f{x,y). 
Let us suppose that {fi, 1^)2 be intuitionistic fuzzy 2-normed space. Then 
fi{x, y + z,ti + 2^) > l^{x, y, h) * //(x, z, ts) 
^ mm{ -, r}, 
1^ + 2^ + /(a;, y + z) ti + / (x , yY t2 + f{x, z) ^ 
tl+t2 ^ ti 
ti+t2 + f{x,y + z) ti+f(x,y) 
tl+t2 ^ t2 
ti + t2 + f{x,y + z) t2 + f{x,z)' 
Hence 
(ti + t2)f{x,y) > tif{x,y + z); 
{h+t2)f{x,z)>t2f{x,y + z). 
By addition it follows 
f{x,y + z) < f(x,y) + f{x,z). 
Similarly 
u(x, y + z,ti+ 12) < u{x, y, ti)Ou{x, z, ^2) 
leads 
f{x, y + z)< f{x, y) + / (x , z) for every x,y,z e X. 
So, / is a 2-norm. This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) It follows by taking into account that the following inequalities are ec^uiva-
lent: 
fj,{x, y;t) > 1 — e and z (^x, y;t) < e 
if and only if 
> 1 - e and ^ ' ^ . < e 
t + fix,y) t + fix,y) 
te f{x,y)< 
1 - e 
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Now since t > 0, so for any 0 < e < 1, t can be written in terms of e as t = - — 1 > 0 
Hence 
f{x,y) < X 
e 1 — e 
This implies 
f{x,y)< 1. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Chapter 3 
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY 2-METRIC SPACES AND 
SOME IMPORTANT THEOREMS 
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY 2-METRIC SPACES AND 
SOME IMPORTANT THEOREMS 
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we introduce the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric and give 
a symmetric account of its role in defining the notion of open balls which give rise 
to open sets. These open sets generate the topology on intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
spaces. In Section 3.3., we have proved that this topology is Hausdorff topology. 
Some of the basic topological properties defined in the next section using intuition-
istic fuzzy 2-metric are IF2-bounded, Cauchy sequences, convergent and uniformly 
convergent sequences and completeness etc. 
In Section 3.3., Theorem 3.3.5 gives the characterization of completeness m 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric spaces. The last section of this chapter is devoted to 
prove some well known Theorems such as Baire's Theorem, Cantor's Intersection 
Theorem and Uniform Limit Theorem in intuitionistic fuzzy 2- metric spaces. 
3.2. Some new Definitions 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 . The 5-tuple (X, M, iV,*,0) is said to be an intuitionistic 
fuzzy 2- metric space (for short, IF-2-MS) if X is any nonempty set, * is a continuous 
t-norm, 0 is a continuous i-conorm, and M,N iuzzy sets on X x X x X x (0,oo), 
satisfying the following conditions. For each x,y,z,w E X and s,t > 0, 
(a) M{x,y,z;t) + N{x,y,z;t)<l, 
(b) given distinct elements x,y of X, there exists an element z of X such that 
M{x,y,z;t)>0, 
(c) M(x, y, z;t) = 1 if at least two of x,y,z are equal, 
(d) M{x, y, z; t) — M{x, z, y; t) = M(y, z, x; t) for all x, y, z in X, 
(e) M{x, y, w; t)*M{x, w, z; s)*M{w, y, z; r) < M(x, y, z; t+s+r) for all x, y, z, w e 
X, 
(f) M{x,y, z- •) : (0, oo) -^ (0,1] is continuous, 
(g) N{x,y,z;t) < 1, 
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(h) N{x, y, z;t) = 0 if at least two of x,y,z are equal, 
(i) N{x, y, z; t) = N{x, z, y; t) = N{y, z, x; t) for all x, y, z in X, 
(j) N{x, y, w; t)ON{x, w, z; s)ON{w, y, z; r) > N{x, y,z,t + s + r), 
(k) N{x, y, z; •) : (0, oo) -)• (0,1] is continuous. 
In this case, (M, N) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy 2 -metric on X and we 
denote it by (M, A'')2. The functions M{x, y, z; t) and N{x, y, z; t) denote the degree 
of nearness and the degree of non nearness between x, y and z with respect to t. 
respectively. 
R e m a r k 3 . 2 . 1 . In an intuitionistic fuzzy metric space {X, M, N, *, 0 ) , M{x, y, z\ 
is non-decreasing and N{x,y, z;.) is non-increasing for all x,y,z G X. 
Let {X,d) be a metric space. Denote a* b = ab and a<C>6 = min{l,a + b} for all 
a,b e [0,1] and let K4d and Nd be fuzzy sets on X^ x (0,oo) defined by. 
, / N ht"- ^, , , (i(x,y,z) 
Afd(x, y, z] t) = —— r, Nd[x, y, z; t) = 
for all h,k,m,n E R'^. Then {X,Md,Nd,*,'(}) is an intuitionistic fuzzy-2-metric 
space. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 2 . Let {X, M, N, *, <)) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space, 
and let r G (0,1), t > 0 and x e X. The set B{x, r, t) = {y e X : M(x, y, z; t) > 
1 — r, N{x, y, z; t) < r, for all z E X} is called the open ball with center ,r and 
radius r with respect to t. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 3 . Let (X, M, N, *, <0>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
then U C X is said to be an open set if each of its points is the centre of some 
open ball contained in U. The open set in an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
{X, M, iV, *, 0 ) is denoted by U. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 4 . Let (X, M, A'', *, <C>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
A subset A of X is said to be lF2-bounded if there exist t > 0 and r E (0,1) such 
that M{x, y,z;t) > 1 — r and N{x, y, z;t) < r for aU x,y E A, and for aU z E X. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 5 . Let {X, M, N, *, <>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
A sequence (x„) in X is said to be Cauchy if for each e > 0 and each t > 0, there 
exists Wo e N such that M{xn,Xm,z\t) > 1 — r and N{xn,Xm-,z\t) < r for all 
n,m> no and for all z E X. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 6 . Let {X, M, N, *, <» be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
A sequence x = (x^) is said to be convergent to L E X, with respect to the; intu-
itionistic fuzzy 2-metric {M,N)2 if, for every e > 0 and t > 0, there exists A'o G N 
such that M{xk,L,z;t) > 1 — e and N{xk,L,z;t) < e for aU k > ko and for all 
z E X. In this case, we write (M, A'')2-hmx = L or Xk -^^ L as k ^- oo. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 7 . Let {X, M, N, *, <0>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
Define r(M,iv)2={^ <^  ^  '• f^  ^ach x G A, there exists t > 0 and r € (0,1) such that 
M{x, r, t) C A}. Then T(^M,N)2 is a topology on (X, M,N, *,(}). 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 8 . Let {X, M, N, *, <C>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
Then it is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence is convergent with respect 
t o T(M,N)2-
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 9 . Let (X, M, N, *, 0 ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
A coUection {Fn)n£N of non-empty sets is said to have intuitionistic fuzzy diameter 
zero if for each r G (0,1), and each t > 0, there exists no e N such that M(x, y, z; t) > 
1 - r, N{x, y, z;t) < r for all x,y £ Fn^ and for all z £ X. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 . 1 0 . Let X be any nonempty set and (F, M, A^ , *, <)) be an in-
tuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. Then a sequence (/re) of functions from X to Y is 
said to converge uniformly to a funtion / from X to F if given t > 0 and r G (0,1), 
there exists no G N such that M(/„(x),/(x),z;^) > l — r a,nd N{fn{x), f{x),z\t) <r 
for all n > no and for all a; G X and z ^Y. 
Now, in the following example we demonstrate how to find Cauchy sequence, 
topology and completeness in intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
E x a m p l e 3 . 3 . 1 . Let a * 6 = max{0, a-\-h-l} and a<C>6 = min{l, a + h) for 
all o, fc G [0,1]. Now let (a;„)^3 and (yn)^3 be two sequences of distinct units such 
that A n S = 0, where A = {x„ : n > 3} and 5 = {y„ : n > 3}. VvA. X = AUB. 
Define two real valued functions M and N on X^ x (0, oo) as follows: 
M{Xn, Xm, Xi; t) = M{yn, Vm, Vl] t) 
max< 1 — 
1 1 
n Am nV m 
, 1 -
1 1 
m Al m\J I 1 
1 1 
n Al nV I 
^ .rr ^ . ( I 1 1 1 1 1 
N{xn, Xm, xi; t) = N{yn, ym, yf, t) = mm< ^nAm n\/ m' m Al m\/ V n Al nVl 
and 
M{xn, ym, yu t) = M{ym, yi, Xn] t) = M(y,„, x„, yi] t) = 
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M{yn,Xm,xi;t) = M{xjn,xuyn\t) = M{xm,yn,xi;t) = 1 1 
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N{xn,ym,yi]t) = N{ym,yi,Xn;t) = N{y^,Xn,yi;t) = 
N{yn, Xm, xi; t) = N{xm, Xi, y„; t) = N{xm, yn, x ;^ t) = — + -
m I 
for all I, m > 3. Then {X, M, N, *, 0 ) is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
Now we show that (x„)^3 is a Cauchy sequence in the intuitionistic fuzzy 2-
metric space (X, M, iV, *, (}). Fix e G (0,1) and t > 0. Therefore there exists TIQ > 3 
such that 1^  — ;^| < e for all n ,m > no- Suppose, without loss of generality, that 
m> n. Thus 
M{Xn,x„i,xi;t) = max< 1-
> 1 -
1 1 
n Am ny m m Al my I , 1 -
1 1 
n Al ny I 
1 1 
n Am, ny m 
for n,m > Uo and for all I > 3. 
N{xn,Xm,xi;t) = min< 
1- i ^ i > i - . 
\n ml 
1 
n Am 
1 
n Am 
1 
ny m 
1 
ny m 
) 
" 1 1 " 
m Al my I 
1 1 
3 
1 
n Al 
— \ c, 
n m 
1 
< 
for n,m > no and for all I > 3. Hence (x„)^3 is a Cauchy sequence in the intu-
itionistic fuzzy 2-metric space {X, M, N, *, <C>). However, (xn)^3 and {yn)^='s do not 
converge in X with respect to the topology T(^M,N)2 generated by {M,N)2. In fact. 
'T{M,N)2 is the discrete topology on X because for each n > 3 and each t > 0, we 
have 
X r i 
n{n -T^^A= {^n} andB(y„ , — — — T , n = {yn + 1 ) 7 \ n{n + l) ) 
In order to prove the preceding equalities it suffices to observe that for each r/ > 3. 
we obtain m > 3 such that for alH > 3 and t > 0, we have 
M{x 
m Xjji, Xi, t) > 1 
where 
1 
1 1 
n{n + 1) 
1 
and N{xn,Xm,xi;t) < 1 
n{n + 1) for all xi e A, 
n Am ny m 
< 1 -
1 1 
_n (n + 1) n{n + 1) 
Therefore 
M{xn,x,n,xi;t) = max< 1- 1 1 
n Am ny m , 1 -
1 
m Al 
1 
mV/_ , 1 -
1 1 
nAl ny I 
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1 — min 1 1 
n Am n\J m 
1 1 
m f\l ray I 
1 1 
n A/ n V / 
Now for / = m or / = n, we get M{xn,Xm,xi;t) = 1. Hence M{xn,Xm,xi;t) ^ 
1 for all xi ^ Aii and only if Xn = Xm that is when n — m. Hence M{xn, x^, 'J'l; t) > 
1 
and 
N{xn,Xm,xi;t) = min 
, \ ,x for each n > 3, n = m and for all / > 3, 
n(n+l) — ' — ' 
1 1 
n Am n\/ m 
1 
m A / m V / 
1 1 
nAl nyI 
Now for / = m or / = n, we get N{xn,Xm,xi;t) — 0. Hence N{xn,Xm,xi]t) -
0 for all x/ G ^  if and only if x„ = x^ that is when n = m. Hence N{xn, x^, xf, t) < 
, \ ,. for each n > 3, n = m and for all / > 3. 
n(n+l) — ' — 
Similarly, M(yn,ym,yi',t) > 1 — n(n+i) ^°^ ^ '^^ ^ n > 3, n = m and for all / > 3 
and N{yn, ym, Vht) < ^.J, x^ for each n > 3, n = m, and for all / > 3. 
Now for n, m > 3, / > 3 and t > 0, we have 
and 
Similarly 
and 
M{yn,ym,xi;t) = 1 
N{yn,ym,xi;t) = 
n m J 
1 1 
ri 
— 
n 
+ 
1 1 
— 
m 
> 
n n-\-\ 
1 
n n + 1 
M{xn,Xm,yut) = l - ( - + - ) < 1 -
\n m. I 
1 1 
•i ' \Xni Xmi Vli^) " 
Therefore, (X, M,N,*, <0>) is not complete. 
1 1 
- + — 
n m 
1 
> -
n n + 1 
1 
n n + 1 
3.3. Auxiliary results on intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric spaces 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 1 . Every open ball M{x,r,t) is an open set. 
P r o o f . Let B(x, r, t) be an open ball with center x and radius r with respect to 
t. Let y G l ( x , r , t ) . Then M{x,y,z]t) > 1 - r and N{x,y,z;t) < r for all z e X, 
Since M(a;, y, ^; t) > 1 - r, there exists to G (0, t) such that M{x, y, z;to) > 1 - r and 
N{x,y,z;to) < r for all z E X. Put To = M{x,y,z;to) and r^ = M{x,y,w;to) for 
some z, w G X. Let r,„ = max(ro, r'J and r^ ^ = min(ro, r^). Since r„j > r^ > 1 - r, 
there exists s G (0,1) such that r^ > r|„ > 1 - s > 1 - r. Now for given r„ , rj,, and 
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s such that r^ > r^ ^ > 1 - s, there exist ri , r2 G (0,1) such that r„j * ri * r^ > 1 - > 
and (1 - r^)<>(l - ^2)0(1 - r^) < s. Put r^ = max{ri,r2} and consider the open 
baU B(y, 1 - r3,t - 2io). We claim B{y, 1 - r3,t - 2to) C l ( x , r , t ) . Now, let w e 
]B(?/, 1 - rs, t - 2to). Then M(2/, w,z;t- 2to) > rg and 7V(?/, w,z;t- 2to) < 1 - r.i 
Therefore 
M(x, w, z] t) > M{x, y, z; to) * M{y, w,z;t - 2to) * M{x, y, w; to) 
>rm*r3*rm>rm*ri*rm 
> l - s > l - r ; 
and 
iV(x, w, z] t) < N{x, y, z; to)ON{y, w, z; t - 2to)<}N{x, y, w; to) 
< (1 - 4 ) 0 ( 1 - rs)0{l - r'J < (1 - r'JOil - r2)0(l - r'j 
< s < r. 
Thus z G B(x, r, t) and hence M{y, 1 - ra, t - to) C 18(2;, r, t). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Let {X, M, N, *, {>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. Define T(^M,N)2={-'^ '^^ 
X : for each x ^ A, there exists t > 0 and r G (0,1) such that M{x, r, t) C A}. Then 
(^M,jv)2 is a topology on {X, M,N, *,<}). 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 2 . Every intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space is Hausdorff. 
P r o o f . Let {X, M, N,*,<^) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. Let x and // 
be any two distinct points in X. Then 0 < M(x,y,z]t) < 1 and 0 < N{x,y,z;t) < I 
for every z e X. Put n = M{x,y,Zi-t), 1 - r2 = N{x,y,zi;t), r^ = M(x,y,w;l), 
1 — r4 = N{x,y, w; | ) and r = max{ri, 1 — r2, r^, 1 — r4}. For each To G {r, 1), then^ 
exists rs and rg such that ra * rs * rs > To and (1 — r4) * (1 — re) * (1 — re) < 1 — ro. 
Put ry = maxfrs,re} and consider the open balls M{x, 1 — ry, | ) and B{y, 1 - ry, ^ ). 
Then clearly, l ( x , 1 - rr, | ) n M{y, 1 - ry, | ) = 0. For, if there exists w G 1 ( J , 1 -
r 7 , | ) n l ( ? / , l - r 7 , | ) = 0, then 
ri = M{x,y,zi;t) 
> M{x, w, zi;-)* M(w,y, zi;~)* M{x,y, w; - ) 
> rs * ry * ry > ra * r5 * r5 
> To > ri 
and 
l - r 2 = N{x,y,zi;t) 
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< N{x, w, 2i; -)<>N{w,y, Zi] -)ON{x, y,w;^ ) 
< (1 - r4)0(l - rrXXl - r^) < (1 - r4)0(l - r6)<>(l - re) 
< (1 - To) < 1 - r2, 
which is a contradiction. Hence {X, M, N, *, 0 ) is Hausdorff. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 3 . Every compact subset A of an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-inetric 
space {X, M,N,*, 0 ) is IF2-bounded. 
P r o o f . Let 4^ be a compact subset of an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
{X, M,N, *,<}). Fix ^ > 0 and 0 < r < 1. Consider an open cover {M{x, r,t) : x e A} 
of A. Since A is compact, there exist Xi,X2, • • • Xn ^ A such that A C U'^^^M{x,,r,t). 
Let x,y G A. Then x G M(xi,r,t) and y G M{xj,r,t) for some i,j. Thus we 
have M{x,Xi,z;t) > 1 - r and N{x,Xi,z;t) < r for all z e X, M{y,Xj,z\t) > 
1 — r and N{y,Xj,z;t) < r for all z E X, therefore in particular, M(x,Xi,y;t) > 
1 — r and N(x,Xi,y;t) < r for some y E X. Now, let M{xj,y,z;~) = Ri and 
N{xj,y,Z] | ) = i?2, a = min{M(xi,Xj,2; | ) : 1 < z,jf < n, and z varies over X} 
and P = meix{N(xi,Xj,z;^) : 1 < i,j < n, and z varies over X} , therefore, in 
particular, M{xi,Xj,y; f) > a and N(xi,Xj,y; f) < /? for some y e X. Then a > 0 
and /3 > 0. Now, we have 
M{x, y, z; 3t) > M{xi,y, z; t) * M{x, Xi, z; t) * M{x, y, x ;^ t) 
M{xi, y, z; t) > M{xi,Xj, z; - ) * M(xi, y, xy, - ) * M(xj, j / , z] - ) . 
Therefore, 
M(x, y, z; 3t) > M(xi, Xj, z; -)*M(xi, y, x^; -)*M(xj , y, z] -)*M(x, x ,^ z; t)*Af (x, y, .r,; 0 
> a * Q * i?i * (1 — r) * (1 — r) > 1 — si for some 0 < si < 1 
and 
t t t 
N{x, y, z- ?,t) < N{xi, Xj, z; -)ON{xi, y, xf -)<}N(xj, y, z; -)OiV(x, Xi, z; t)<^N(x, y, x. :f) 
< l3<^l3<>R20r<>r < S2 for some 0 < Ss < 1. 
Taking s = max{si, S2} and 1^ = 3^, we have M(x, y, z;ti) > l—s and A''(x, y, z;ti) < 
s for all x,y E A and for all 2 G X. Hence A is IF2-bounded. 
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This completes the proof of the theorem. 
R e m a r k 3 . 3 . 1 . Let {X, M, N, *, <C>) be an intuitionistic fiizzy-2-metric space hi-
duced by a 2-metric d on X. Then A C X is IF2-bounded if and only if it is bounded 
From Remark 3.3.1 and Theorems 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, we have the following: 
R e m a r k 3 . 3 . 2 . In an intuitionistic fuzzy-2-metric space, every compact set is 
closed and bounded. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 4 . Let {X,M,N,*,{}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy-2-metric space 
and T{M^N)o be the topology on X induced by the intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric. 
Then for a sequence (a;„) in X, x„ ^-> x if and only if M{xn,x,z;t) —> 1 and 
N{xn, X, 2; t) -> 0 as n ^ oo for all z G X and t > 0. 
P r o o f . Fix i > 0. Suppose Xn ^-> x. Then for r G (0,1), there exists 
rio G N such that x„ G M{x,r,t) for all n > Uo- Then 1 — M{xn,x,z;t) < r and 
N{xn,X,z;t) < r for all z G X and hence, M{xn,x,z;t) ^ 1 and N{xn,x,z;t) -^ 0 
as n ^^ oo for all z G X. Conversely, if for each t > 0, M{xn,x,z;t) —> 1 and 
N{xn,x,z;t) —)• 0 as n —>• oo and for all z G X, then for r G (0,1), there exists 
no G N such that 1 — M(x„, x, z]t) < r and N{xn, x, z;t) < r for aU n > Uo and for 
all z e X. It follows that 1 — M{xn,x,z;t) < r and N{xn,x,z;t) < r for all n > n^ 
and for all z G X. Thus Xn G B(a;,r,t) for all n> Uo and hence Xn - ^ x. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 5 . Let (X,M, A'',*,<>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
such that every Cauchy sequence in X has a convergent subsequence. Then 
(X, M,N,*, 0 ) is complete. 
P r o o f . Let (x„) be a Cauchy sequence and let {xnj be a subsequence of (xn) that 
(M N)2 
converges to x. We prove that Xn -^ x. Let t > 0 and e G (0,1). Choose r G (0,1) 
such that ( l - r ) * ( l - r ) * ( l - r ) > 1 - e and r<}r<)r < e. Since (x„) is Cauch>-
sequence, there is no G N such that M(x^,a;„,2; | ) > 1 - r and N{xm,Xn,z: | ) < 
r for aU m,n > rio and for all z G X, therefore, M(xjp, a;„, z; | ) > 1 - r and 
X(xjp, x„, z;^)<r for all ip, n > Uo and for all z e X. Since x„^  - ^ ^ a;, there is a 
positive integer ip such that ip > Uo, M(xi^,x,z; | ) > 1 - r and N{xi^,x,z; | ) < r 
for all z G X. Then, if n > Wo, 
M(a:„, X, z; t) > M{Xn, Xi^, z; - ) * M{xi^, x, z; - ) * M(x„, x, Xi^; -) 
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> ( l - r ) * ( l - r ) * ( l - r ) > 1 - e , 
""""^  t t t 
N{xn, X, z; t) < N{xn, Xi^, z; -)<>N{xip,x, z; -)<>N{xn, x, xt^; - ) 
< r<O>r<0>r < e. 
Therefore Xn -^^ x and hence (X, M, N, *, <C>) is complete. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 . 6 . Let (X, M, A'", *,<C>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space> 
and let A be a subset of X with intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric {MA, NA)2 = (•^U'x(o,oci-
^U3x(o,oo))2 the subspace. Then {A, MA, NA, *, 0 ) is complete if and only if A is a 
closed subset of X. 
P r o o f . Suppose that yl is a closed subset of X and let (x„) be a Cauchy sequence 
in (A,MA,NA, *,(})• Then (x„) is a Cauchy sequence in X and hence there is a 
point X ^ X such that Xn -^ x. Then x ^ A = A and thus (xn) converges in A. 
Hence {A, MA, NA, *, <C>) is complete. 
Conversely, suppose that {A, MA, NA, *, <0) is complete and A is not closed. Let 
x G A\ A. Then there is a sequence (a;„) of points in A that converges to x and 
thus {xn) is a Cauchy sequence. Thus for each 0 < e < 1 and each t > 0, there is 
ko E N such that M{xk,x^,y;t) > \ — e and N{xk,Xi,y;t) < e for all k,£ > ko and 
for all y ^ X. Since (xn) is a sequence in A, M{xk,X£,y;t) = MA{xk,X(,y;t) and 
N{xk,xe,y;t) = NA{xk,xe,y;t) for all y E X. Therefore (x„) is a Cauchy sequence 
in A. Since {A, MA, NA, *, <)) is complete, there is a 2 G A such that Xn ^ z. That 
is, for each 0 < e < 1 and each t > 0, there is fco G N such that M(xi,z,y;t) > 1 -e 
and N{x(, z, y;t) < e for all i > ko and for all y E X. But since (x,i) is a sequence 
in A and z G A, M{xi,z,y;t) = Myi(xf,2,y,t) and iV(x^, 2,y;t) = NA{xi,z,y;f), wc 
see that (xn) converges in (X, M, A'', *, <)) to both x and 2. Since x ^ A and z E A. 
X j^ z, this leads to a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3.4. Main Results 
In this section, we establish Baire's theorem. Cantor's Intersection Theorem and 
Uniform Limit Theorem in IF-2-MS. First we prove the following lemma which will 
be used in our next theorem. 
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L e m m a 3 . 4 . 1 . Let {X,M,N,*,<}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. If 
t > 0 and r,s e (0,1) such that (1 - s) * (1 - s) * a > (1 - r) and sOs<>a' < r, then 
B(x ,s , | ) C B(x,r, t) where a = M{x,y,w;l) ^^^ '^' "= N{x,y,w; | ) . 
P r o o f . Let y e B(a;,s, | ) and let B(y, s, | ) be an open ball with center y and 
radius s. Since B(y, s, | ) nB(a;, s, | ) 7^  0, there is a w G B(?/,s, | ) nB(a;,s, | ) . Then 
we have 
t t t 
M{x,y,z]t) > M{w,y,z]-)*M{x,w,z;-)*M{x,y,w]-) 
> (1 - s) * (1 - s) * a > (1 - r) 
and 
N{x, y, z] t) < N{w, y, z; -)ON{x, w, z; -)ON(x, y, w; - ) 
< s<}s<}a' < r. 
Hence z £ B{x, r, t) and thus M{x, s, | ) C B(x, r, t). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 1 . A subset A of an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space (X, M, A", *. 
<» is nowhere dense if and only if every nonempty open set in X contains an open 
baU whose closure is disjoint from A. 
P r o o f . Let U be a nonempty open subset of X. Then there exists a non(?nipty 
open subset of V such that V C U and V n A 7^  0. Let x e V. Then there ex-
ist r G (0,1) and t > 0 such that M{x,r,t) C V. Choose s G (0,1) such that 
(1 — s) * (1 — s) * a > (l — r) and s<C>s<C>a' < r for some fixed a G (0,1) . By Lemma 
3.4.1, B(x,s, I) C Mix, r, t). Thus B(x, s, | ) C U and B(x,s, | ) n A = 0. 
Conversely, suppose A is not nowhere dense. Then int A 7^  0, so there exists 
a nonempty open set U such that U C A. Let B(x, r, t) be an open ball such that 
B(x, r, t) C U. Then B(x,r,t) n A 7^  0. This is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Now we shall prove Baire's theorem for intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
Theorem 3.4.2(Baire's Theorem). Let (Un : n e N) be a sequence of 
dense open subsets of a complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space (X, M,N, *,<)). 
Then HneN ^ " i^  ^^^'^ dense in (X, M, A", *, <>). 
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Proof . Let V be a nonempty open set of X. Since Ui is dense in X, V fi Ui f 
0. Let xi e Y r\ Ui. Since V n Ui is open, there exist ri G (0,1) and fi > 0 
such that M{xi,ri,ti) C V n U i . Choose r[ < ri and t[ = min(ti,l) such that 
M{xuri,tij C V n Ui. Since U2 is dense in X, M{xi,r[,t[) n U2 7^  0. Let X2 € 
M{xi,r[,t[) n U2. Since B{xi,r[,t[) n ILJ2 is open, there exist r2 G (0, ~) and 2^ > 0 
such that B(x2,r2,t2) C M{xi,r[,t[) n U2. Choose r2 < 7^2 and t'2 — min(t2, 5 ' 
such that B(2;2,r2,^2) C B(a;i, r'j,f^) n U2. Continuing in this manner, we obtain a 
sequence (a;„) in X and a sequence (^ )^ such that 0 < t^ < ^ and 
l (x„ , r;, t;,) C B(a;„_i, C C i ) n U„. 
Now we claim that (2;^ ) is a Cauchy sequence. For a given t> ^ and e > 0, choose 
no G N such that ^ <t and -^<e. Then for n > Uo and m> n and for all z G A" 
no 
and 
M(a;„, x^, 2; t) > M(a;„, x„i, 2; -] 
> 1 - i > 1 - e, 
n 
n 
1 
< - < e. 
n 
Therefore (x„) is a Cauchy sequence. Since X is complete, there exists x G X such 
that Xn - ^ ^ X. Since x^ G B(x„,r^,tjj) for A; > n, we obtain x G B(x„,r'j, t',). 
Hence x G B(x„, r^, t ^ C B(x„_i, r ^ . j , ^;_i)nU„ for all n. Therefore Vnif]^^^, U„) r 
0, Hence fl^eN ^n is dense in (X, M, X, *, <>). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
R e m a r k 3 . 4 . 1 . A nonempty subset F of an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
X has intuitionistic fuzzy diameter zero if and only if F is a singleton set. 
Theorem 3.4.3(Cantor's Intersection Theorem). An intuitionistic 
fuzzy 2-metric space (X, M, N, *, <0) is complete if and only if every nested sequence 
(Fji)„gN of nonempty closed sets with intuitionistic fuzzy diameter zero have non-
empty intersection. 
P r o o f . First suppose that the given condition is satisfied. We claim that (X, M, N, 
*, <>) is complete. Let (x„) be a Cauchy sequence in X. Set Bn = [xk : k > n) and 
Fn = Bn: thcu wc claim that F„ has intuitionistic fuzzy diameter zero. For given 
s G (0,1) and t > 0, we choose r G (0,1) such that (1 —r)*(l —r)*(l — r ) * ( l - r ) * ( l -
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r) > 1 - s and r(}r<)r<}r<}r < s. Since (xn) is Cauchy sequence, there exists rto G N 
such that M{xn, x^, z;^) > I - r and N{xn, Xm, 2; | ) < r for all n,m>no and for 
all z e X. Therefore M{x,y,z; | ) > 1 - r and N{x,y,z-1) < r for all x,y G B,,^  
and for all z E X. Let x,y G F„„. Then there exist sequences (x'^) and (y'^) in 5,,^ 
such that x'^ ^ a; and y^ - ^ ' y. Hence, x^ G B(a;,r, | ) and ?/^ , G B(y,r, ^) 
for sufficiently large n. Now xj^  G l ( x , r , | ) implies that M(x,x'^,z;^)>l~r and 
N{x,x'j^, z;^)<r for all z G X, therefore, in particular, for some y E X, we have 
M{x,x\^,y; | ) > 1 — r and N{x,x'^,y; | ) < r. Similar observations are obtained for 
y'j^ G M{y, r, | ) . Now we have 
M{x, y, z; t) > M{x'^, y, z; - ) * M(x, x'„, 2; - ) * M{x, y, x'^; - ) , 
"^""^  i i i t 
M(x;, y, 2; - ) > Miy'^, y, z; -) * M{x'^, y'^, z- -) * M{x'^, y, y'^] - ) . 
Hence 
M{x,y,z;t) > 
M{x, x[„ 2; - ) * M{y'^,y, z; - ) * M « , y ' ^ , z; - ) * M « , y , y'^; - ) * M(x, y,<; - ) , 
or 
M(x,?/ ,2;t)> 
M{x,x[„z;-) * M(y;„y,z ; - ) * M « , y ; , 2 ; - ) * M{x'^,y,y'^; - ) * M ( x , y , < ; - ) , 
therefore 
M{x,y,z-t) > 
(1 - r) * (1 - r) * (1 - r) * (1 - r) * (1 - r) > 1 - s. 
Again 
Ar(a;,y,2;t)< 
or 
iV(2;,y,z;t)< 
N{x, < , 2; -)^iV(y;, y, 2; - ) O i V « , y,',, 2; - ) ^ i V « , y, y^; -)0iV(3;, y, < ; -
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therefore 
Nix,y,z;t) < 
r<)'r<(>r<0r<0r < s. 
Hence, M{x, y,z;t) > 1 — s and N{x, y, z;t) < s for all x,y e Fn^ and for all z G X. 
Thus {F„) has intuitionistic fuzzy diameter zero and hence, by hypothesis fl^ e.^ ' -^ " 
is nonempty. 
Take x G flneN-^"- ^ ^ show that Xn - ^ x. Then for each r G (0,1) and eacli 
t > 0, there exists no G N such that M{xn-,x,z]t) > 1 — r and N{xn,x,z;f) < r 
for all n > Uo and for all z £ X. Therefore, for each t > Q, M{xn,x,z;t) —> 1 and 
N{xn, X, z; t) —>• 0 as 71 —^  oo for all z G X. Therefore, {X, M, N, *, 0) is complete. 
Conversely, suppose that {X, M, N, *, <0) is complete and {Fn)n^n is nested sequence 
of nonempty closed sets with intuitionistic fuzzy diameter zero. For each r? G N, 
choose a point Xn G F„. We claim that (x„) is a Cauchy sequence. Since {F,i) has 
intuitionistic fuzzy diameter zero, for r G (0,1) and t > 0, there exists Uo G N such 
that M{x,y,z;t) > I — r and N{x,y,z;t) < r for all n > Uo and for all x,y £ F,,^ 
and for all z G X. Since (F„) is nested sequence, M{xn,Xm,z]t) > 1 — r and 
N{xn,Xm,z;t) < r for all n,m > Uo and for all z G X. Hence {xn), is a Cauchy 
sequence. Since (X, M, N, *, <)) is complete, x„ - ^ x, for some x G X. Therefor(\ 
X G F„ = F„ for every n, and hence x G HneN '^^ • 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
R e m a r k 3 . 4 . 2 . The element x G HneN-^" ^^  unique. For, if there are two el-
ements x,y G HneN-^"' since {Fn) has intuitionistic fuzzy diameter zero, for each 
fixed t > 0, M{x,yi,z;t) > 1 — ^ and N{x,yi,z;t) < ^ for all z G X and for each 
n G N, and M{y,yi,z;t) > 1 — ^ and N{y,yi,z;t) < ^ for all z G X and for each 
n G N. This implies M(x, yi,z;t) —)• 1 and N{x, yi, z; f) —)• 0 as n —> oo for ah z G X 
and similarly M{y, yi, z; t) -^ 1 and X(y, yi, z; t) —>• 0 as TI —)• oo for all z G X and 
hence x = y. 
Note that the topologies induced by the standard intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
and by the corresponding 2-metric are the same. So, we have the following: 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 4 . 1 . A 2-metric space {X,d) is complete if and only if every nested 
sequence (-P„)neN of nonempty closed sets with diameter tending to zero have non-
empty intersection. 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 4 . Every separable intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space is second 
countable. 
P r o o f . Let {X, M,N,*,(}) be the given separable intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metri( 
space. Let A = {x,j : n E N} be a countable dense subset of X. Consider the faniih 
B = {B {xj,l,l) : j,k e f^}. Then B is countable. We claim that B is a base 
for the family of all open sets in X. Let U be any open set in X and let x e U 
Then there exist t > 0 and r G (0,1) such that M{x,r,t) C U. Since r G (0,1). 
we can choose s,P,P' G (0,1) such that (1 - s) * (1 - /?) * (1 - s) > I ~ r and 
sO/5'Os < r, where p = M{x,Xj,z; | ) and /?' = N{x,Xj,z; | ) . Take m G N sucli 
that — < min{s,/3,/3', | } . Since A is dense in X, there exists Xj G A such that 
^ i e B ( x ^ , ^ , ^ ) . N o w , i f y G B ( x ^ , ^ , i ) , t h e n 
M{x,y, z;t) > M{xj,y, 2; 3) * M{x,Xj, z\ - ) * M(x,y,Xj] - ) 
> M(a;j, y, z; —) * M(a;, Xj, z; —) * M(3;,y, xf —) 
/Ai / / t lit 
m m m 
> ( l - s ) * ( l - / 5 ) * ( l - s ) > 1 - r 
^^^ i t t 
A^(x, t/, z; t) < N{xj, y, z; -^)<>N{x, Xj, z; -)<>N{x, y, xf, - ) 
1 1 1 
< N{xj, y, z; —)ON{x, Xj, z\ —)<}N{x, y, XJ; —) 
m m m 
1 A 1 A 1 < - 0 - 0 -
m m ni 
< sOP'Os < r. 
Thus, B(.-r, r, t) C U, and hence, 5 is a base. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
R e m a r k 3 . 4 . 3 . Since second countabihty is a hereditary property and second 
countabihty imphes separability, we obtain the following: 
T h e o r e m 3 . 4 . 5 . Every subspace of a separable intuitionistic fuzzy 2-nietric 
space is separable. 
Theorem 3.4.6(Uniform Limit Theo rem) . Let /„ : X —^ F be a se 
quence of continuous functions from a topological space X to an intuitionistic fuzzy 
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2-metric space {Y, M, N, *, 0 ) . If (/„) uniformly converges to / : X —> Y, then ./ 
is continuous. 
Proof . Let V be an open set of Y and let Xo G / " H ^ ) - We wish to find a 
neighborhood U of Xo such that f{U) C V. Since V is open, there exist t > 0 and 
r G (0,1) such that M{f{xo),r,t) C V. Since r G (0,1), we choose a s G (0,1) such 
that (1 — s) * (1 — s) * (1 — s) * (1 — s) * (1 — s) > 1 — r and sOs<C>s^s<)s < r. Since 
(/„) converges uniformly to / , given t > 0 and s G (0,1), there exists no G N such 
that M{fn{x), f{x), z; | ) > 1 - s and N{fn{x), f{x), z; §) < s for all n > rio and for 
aU x G X and z G Y therefore in particular M{fn{x), f{x), f{xo); | ) > 1 - ,s and 
N{fn{x), fix), f{xo); | ) < -5 for all n> rio and for some f{xo) in Y and for ah x G A', 
and also M{fn{xc,), f{xo), z; | ) > 1 - s and N{fn{xo), f{xo)-, 2; | ) < s for all rt > rir 
and for some Xo E X and for all z G y , therefore M{fn{xo), f{xo), fn{x); | ) > 1 ^  s 
and N{fn{xa), f{Xo), fn{x); ^) < s for all n > rio and for some Xo E X and for 
some /ri(x) G y . By Remark 3.2.1, we have M(/„(x) , / (x) ,z ; | ) > 1 - s and 
N{fn{x),f{x),z;^) < s for all n > Uo and for all x G X and z & Y, similarly 
M{fnix)J{x),f{xoy,l) > 1 - s and N{fn{x), f{x)J(x^);l) < s for ah n > rio 
and for some f{xo) in F and for all x E X. Since /„ is continuous for all n G N. 
there exists a neighborhood U of a^o such that fn{U) C B(/„(xo), s, | ) . Hence, 
M{fn{x), fn{xo), z; §) > 1 - s and N{fn{x), fn{xo), 2; | ) < s for all n > no and for 
all X eU and z G V. Now 
^f(/(x),/(a:o),^;t) 
> M(/n(x), /(xo), z; ^) * M(/(x) , /„(a;),z; ^) * M(/(x) , /(xo), /n(x); ^) . 
But 
M{fn{x),f{Xo),Z--) 
> M{fn{xo), /(xo), z; - ) * M{fn{x), /„(xo), 2; - ) * Mifnix), /(xo), /„(xo); - ) . 
Therefore 
M{f{x)J{x,),z;t) 
> MiUxo), f{xo), z- ~) * M(/„(x), /„(xo), z; ^) * M ( / 4 x ) , /(xo), /„(xo); ^) 
*M(/(x), /„(x), z- ^) * M(/(x) , /(xo), fn{x); ^) 
> (1 - s) * (1 - s) * (1 - s) * (1 - s) * (1 - s) > 1 - r. 
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Similarly 
N{f{x)J{xo),z-t) 
t t f 
< N{fnixo),fix^), z; - ) * N{fnix), fn{xo), z; - ) * N(fn{x), /(x„), /„(xo); - ) 
*N{f{x), fn{x), z; *-) * N{f{x), /(xo), /„(x); ^) 
< s<)s<}s<}s<}s < r. 
Thus, f{x) e B(fixo),r,t) C V for all x eU. Hence f{U) C V, and so / is contin-
uous. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Chapter 4 
PRE-COMPACTNESS AND METRIZABILITY IN 
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY 2-METRIC SPACES 
PRE-COMPACTNESS AND METRIZABILITY IN 
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY 2-METRIC SPACES 
4.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we define some more topological properties like precompactness and 
metrizabiUty in intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric spaces. Besides characterizing the pre-
compact spaces in intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric spaces, we have established mam' 
interesting results on intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizability. 
4.2. Precompactness in intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric spaces 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . 1 . Let (X, M, A'", * ,0) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
and A C X. Then A is precompact if for each r € (0,1) and t > 0, there exists a 
finite subset S of A such that 
AC \JB{X,r,t). 
I G S 
The following lemmas are useful to prove the adjoining theorem which cliarac-
terizes the precompact spaces. 
L e m m a 4 . 2 . 1 . Let (X, M, N, *, <>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space and 
A C X. Then A is precompact if and only if for every r G (0,1) and t > 0, there 
exists a finite subset S oi A such that 
Ac[JM{x,r,t). (i; 
xeS 
P r o o f . Let r 6 (0,1) and t > Q and condition (1) holds. By the continuity of *, 0 , 
there exists s 6 (0,1) such that (1 — s) * (1 — s) * (1 — s) > 1 — r and sOsOs < r. 
Now we apply condition (1) for s and | , there exists a subset S' = {xi, • • • , Xn} of A' 
such that A C IJ^.^^, M(xi,s, | ) . We assume that M{xj, s, | ) n A 7^  0, otherwise, we 
omit Xj from S' and so we have A C [j^.^s'-{x } ®(^i) •^ J | ) - For every i = 1, • • • ,n., 
we select i/i in B{xi, s, | ) fi A, therefore M{xi,yi, z; | ) > 1 - s and N{xi,yi, ^; | ) < .s 
for all z e X, therefore in particular M{xi,yi,y; | ) > 1 - s and N(xi,yi,y; | ) < s 
for some y G X and we put 5' = {yi, • • • , ?/„}. Now for every y e A, there exists 
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z € (1, • • • , n} such that M{y, Xi, z; | ) > 1 — s and N{y, Xi, z; | ) < s for all z G A'. 
Therefore we have 
M{y, Vi, z; t) > M{xi,yi, z; - ) * M(y, Xi, z; - ) * M{y, yi, xf, - ) 
> (1 - s) * (1 - s) * (1 - 5) > 1 - r 
and 
iV(y, yi, z; t) < N{xi, yi, z; -)<>N{y, Xj, 2; -)<>N{y, yu xu - ) 
< s<^s<0's < r. 
which inilies that A C \J^^gM{x,r,t). The converse is trivial. 
This completes the proof of lemma. 
L e m m a 4L.1.1. Let (X, M,N,*, 0 ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space and 
A <Z X. If A is a precompact set then its closure A is also precompact. 
P r o o f . Let r e (0,1) and t > 0. Then by the continuity of *,<>, there exists 
s G (0,1) such that (1 — s) * (1 — s) * (1 — s) > 1 — r and s^s(}s < r, also there exists 
a finite subset S' = {xi,--- ,a;„} of X such that A C UX^GS'^(^i ' '^ 'f)- ^^^ ^'^^' 
every y ^ A there exists x G ^  such that M{x, y,z;^) > 1 - s and A (^a;, y, z; t) < ,y 
for every z G X and there exists I < i < n, such that M(a:,Xj,z; | ) > 1 — .s and 
N{x,Xi,z; f) < s for all z e X. Hence, in particular, M{x,Xi,y; | ) > 1 - s and 
N{x,Xi,y; | ) < s for some y G X. Therefore we have 
M(y, Xi, z; t) > M(x, Xi, z; - ) * M{y, x, z; - ) * M(y, Xj, x; - ) 
> (1 - s) * (1 - s) * (1 - s) > 1 - r 
and 
N{y, x„ 2; t) < N{x, Xi, z; -)<>N{y, x, z; -)<>N{y, Xi, x; - ) 
< s<)sOs < r. 
Hence A C (J^.g^B(xi,r, i), i.e., ^ is precompact set. 
This completes the proof of lemma. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 . 1 . Let (X, M, A'', *,<C>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
and A C X. Then A is a precompact set if and only if every sequence has a Cauchy 
subsequence. 
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P r o o f . Let 4^ be a precompact set. Let (j9„) be a sequence in A. For every fc G N. 
there exists a finite subset Sk of X such that A C [j^^g M{x, | , | ) - Hence, for fc = 1. 
there exist Xi G Si and a subsequence (pi,n) of (p„) such that pi_„ G B(a;i, L I ) for 
every n G N. Similarly, there exist X2 G ^2 and a subsequence (p2,n) of (pi,„) such 
that p2,n G IB(x2, | , 5) for every n e N. Continuing this process, we get x^ E S^ and 
subsequences (pk^n) of {pk~i,n) such that pfc,„ € B(xfc, | , | ) for every n G N. Now 
we consider the subsequence {pn,n) of (Pn)- For every r G (0,1) and t > 0, by the 
continuity of*, (}, there exists arzo G N such that (1 —;^)*(1 — :^)*(1 —;^) > 1 —r, 
—<^—0— < r and — < .^ Therefore for every 1,771 > TIQ, we have 
3 
M{pi^UPm,m,Z]t) > M{pi^i,Pm,m,Z; — ) 
3 , 
M{p^,Pm^m,Z;—) 
1 . - , . 1 . . , . 1 . 
> M{Xn,,Pm,m,Z;—)*M{p^,Xn,,Z;—) * M{pi^i,Pm,m, 
no) 
and 
Tto ' t 'O '^o 
> (1 ) * (1 ) * (1 ) > 1 - r 
/ t o / t o I to 
3 
N{pi,uPm,mTZ;t) < N{pi^i 
Ho 
3 , 
N{pi,l,Pm,m,Z;—) 
TIQ 
< N{Xno,Pm,m, Z\ —)<)N{p^, Xn,, Z; —)<>N {pi^i, Pm,m, Xn,] —) 
TIQ TIQ TIQ 
1 A 1 A 1 < —•—•— <r. 
ILQ IIQ IIQ 
Hence (p„,n) is a Cauchy sequence in (X, M, A'", *, 0 ) . 
Conversely, suppose that A is not a precompact set. Then there exists r G (0,1) 
and t > 0 such that for every finite subset 5 of X, A is not a subset of ^ C 
U^gg]B(x,r,f). Fix pi G v4. Since A is not a subset of ^ C \Jj.^!p^\^{x,r,t), there 
exists P2 E A such that M(pi,p2,'Z;t) < 1 — r and N{pi,p2,z;t) > r for all 2 G X. 
Since A is not a subset oi A C (J^^r |]B(x,r, t), there exists p3 G >1 such that 
M (pi,p3, z;t) < 1 — r and N{pi,p^, z;t) >r for all 2; G X. Continuing this process, 
we construct a sequence (pn) of distinct points in A such that M{pi,pj, z;t) < 1 - r 
and X(pi,p2,2; t) > r for all z G X for every i / j . Therefore (p„) has not Cauchy 
subsequence. 
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This completes the proof of theorem. 
L e m m a 4 . 2 . 3 . Let (Xn) be a Cauchy sequence in an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
space (X, M, A'', *, <0>) having a cluster point x ^ X. Then (x„) is convergent to x. 
Proof . Since (x„) is a Cauchy sequence in {X, M, N, *, <C>) having a cluster point 
X G X. Then, there is a subsequence (x„^) of (x„) that converges to x with respect 
to T(^M,N)2- Thus, given r G (0,1) and i > 0, there is a / G N such that for each k>l. 
M(x, Xn^^,z\ | ) > 1 — s and N{x, x„^, z; | ) < s for all 2 G X, therefore, in partricular, 
M{x,Xn^,Xn; | ) > 1 - s and N{x,Xni^,Xn; | ) < s for some a;„ G X, where s G (0,1) 
and satisfies (1 — s) * (1 — s) * (1 — s) > 1 — r and s<C>s<>s < r. On the other hand, 
there is rit > ni such that for each n,m > Ut-, we have M{xm, Xn, z; | ) > 1 - s and 
N{xm, x,i, z; | ) < s for all 2; G X. Therefore for each n,nk > rit, we have 
M{X, Xn, Z; t) > M{Xn„Xn, Z] - ) * M{x, Xn„Z, - ) * M{x, Xn, Xn„ " ) 
> (1 - s) * (1 - s) * (1 - s) > 1 - r 
'^'"^ t t t 
N{X, Xn, Z, t) < N{Xn^, Xn, Z, -z)<?N{x, Xn^,,Z, -)<)N{x, Xn, Xn^,,') 
< S'C)s()s < r. 
We conclude that the Cauchy sequence converges to x. 
This completes the proof of lemma. 
4.3. Intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizability 
In this section, we define and study intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizabihty. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 3 . 1 . Let (X, M, N, *, <» be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space, 
X G X and 0 7^  A C X. We define 
D{x, A, t) = sup{M(x, y,z;t):yeA,z^X}{t> 0) 
and 
C(x, A, t) = inf{iV(x, y,z;t):yeA,zeX}{t> 0). 
Note that D{x,A,t) and C{x,A,t) are degree of closeness and degree of non-
closeness of X to ^ at ,^ respectively. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 3 . 2 . A topological space is called a topologically complete intuitwiustu 
fuzzy 2-metrizable space if there exists a complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric in-
ducing the given topology on it. 
E x a m p l e 4 . 3 . 1 . Let X = (0,1]. The intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
{X,M,N,mm,m8ix), where M{x,y,z;t) = ,, •* . and N{x,y,z;t) - '^ '^ '^ '^ ^ • 
t+d{x,y,z) "^^^ ^ ' V - ^ j y ) ^ ) " ; t+d{x,y,z)-
where d{x,y, z) = min{|a; —y|, |y —^1, |-z —a^ |} is not complete, because the Cauchy se-
quence (^) in this space is not convergent. Now consider the 5-tuple {X, m, n, niin, max) 
where m{x,y,z;t) = ,^ ^(,^ ^_^)^^(i^i^i) and n{x,y,z;t) = ^^^^^^y^^^^^^,\^,y It is 
straightforward to show that {X, m, n, min, max) is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
space which is complete. Since a;„ tends to x with respect to intuitionistic fuzzy 
2-metric (M, A )^2, if and only if |x„ — a:| —^  0, if and only if x„ tends to x with re-
spect to intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric {m, n)2, hence (M, A )^2 and (m, 71)2 are equiva-
lent intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrics. Therefore the intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
(X, m, n, min, max) is topologically complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizable. 
L e m m a 4 . 3 . 1 . Let {X,M,N, *,•()•) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
Then {X,T(^M,N)2) is a metrizable topological space. 
P r o o f . For each n € N, let 
Un = {{x,y,z) e XxXxX : M{x,y,z;~) > 1 — , N{x,y,z;-) < - fo r aWz e X}. 
It it ft it 
We shall prove that (t/„ : n e N) is a base for a uniformity W on X whose induced 
topology coincides with T(M,JV)2- We first note that for each n e N, {{x,x,x) : x e 
X} C Un, Un+i C Un aud f/„ = U~^ under the operation o defined as Ui o U2 = 
(t/i - f/2) U (t/2 - t/i). 
On the other hand, for each n G N, there is, by the continuity of *,{), a, m e N 
such that m > 3n, (1 - ^ ) * (1 - i ) * (1 - i ) > 1 - i and -<>-<>- < -. Then, 
UmoUmoUm^ Un- ludccd, let {w,y,z) e Um, {x,w,z) e Um and {x,y,w) G t/^. 
Since M(x, y, z;.) is non-decreasing and N{x, y, z;.) is non-increasing for aU x, y, z £ 
X, respectively, M{x,y,z;^) > M{x,y,z;^) and N{x,y,z]^) < N{x,y,z;^). So 
1 1 1 1 
M{x,y,z;-) > M{w,y,z;—)*M{x,w,z;—)*M{x,y,w;~) 
n m m m 
1 1 1 1 
> (1 - - ) * (1 - -^) * (1 - - ) > 1 - -
m m m n 
and 
1 1 1 1 
iV(x, w, z; - ) < Ar(y, w, z- - )OiV(x, y, z- -)ON{x, w, y; ~) 
n m m m 
1 A 1 A 1 1 < - 0 - 0 - < -. 
m, m. m, n 
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Therefore (x, y, z) G Un- Thus Un '• n EN is a base for a uniformity U on X. Since 
for each x E X and each n G N, 
f^ n(2;) = (y G X : M(x ,y ,2 ; - ) > 1 — , N{x,y,z;-) < - f o r allz G X} = B(x , - . 
n n n n n ', 
we deduce that the topology induced by lA coincides with T(^M,N)2- Then [X, Tai,N)n) 
is a metrizable topological space. 
This completes the proof of lemma. 
Note that, in every metrizable space every sequentially compact set is compact. 
C o r o l l o r y 4 . 3 . 1 . A subset A of an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space {X, M, N. *. 
is compact if and only if it is precompact and complete. 
L e m m a 4 . 3 . 2 . Let {X, M, N, *, 0 ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space and 
let A, 7/ G (0,1) such that X+rj < I. Then there exists an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
(m, n)2 on X such that m{x, y, z;t) > X and n(x, y, z;t) < TJ for each x,y,z G X 
and t > 0 and {m,n)2 and {M,N)2 induce the same topology on X. 
P r o o f . We define m(x, y, z; t) = max{A, M(x, y, z\ t)} and n(x, y, z\ t)~ 
mvi\{r\^N{x^y,z\ty\. We claim that (m,71)2 is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric on 
X. The properties of (a),(b),(c),(d),(f),(g),(h),(i),(k) are immediate from the defi-
nition. For the inequalities (e) and (j), suppose that x,y,z,w G X and t,s,r > 0. 
Then m{x,y,z;t + s + r) > X and so 'm{x,y,z;t + s + r) > A * l * l . Since 
0 < m{x, y, w; t),m{x, w, z; s) and m{w, y, z; r) < 1. Now if either of m{x, y, w; t) = 
A,ra{x,w,z]s) = X or m(w,y,z\r) = A. Then m{x,y,z;t + s + r) > m{x,y,w]t) * 
m(x, w, z] s) * •m{w, y, z; r). The only remaining case is when m(x, y, z; t)= 
M{x, y, z] t) > X, m(x, w, z; s) — M{x, w, z; s) > X and m{w,y, z; r) = M(UJ, y, z; r) '^ 
X. But M(x,y,z\t + s + r) > M{x,y,w;t) * M(x,w, z;s) * M{w,y,z;r) and 
m{x, y,z-t + s + r) > M{x, y,z;t + s + r) and so m{x, y,z;t + s + r) > m(x, y, w] t) * 
m{x,w, z; s)*m{w,y, z; r). Also, then n{x,y, z;t + s + r) < rj and so n(x,y, z;t + s + 
r) < n{x, y, w; t)^n{x, w, z; s)<On(w, y, z; r) when either n{x, y, w; t) = 77, n{x, w, z: .s) 
=7} or n{w, y, z; r) = 77. The only remaining case is when n{x, y, z; t) — N{x, y, z; t) < 
r], n{x,w,z;s) = N{x,w,z;s) < rj and n{w,y,z;r) = N{w,y,z;r) < rj. But 
N{x, y, z; t + s+r) < N{x, y, w; t)()'N{x, w, z; s)()'N{w, y, z; r) and so n{x, y,Z]i + s + 
r) < n{x,y,'w;t)(}n{x,w,z;s)'0'n{'w,y,z;r). Thus {m,n)2 is an intuitionistic fuzzy 
2-metric on X. It only remains to show that the topology induced by (m, 71)2 is same 
as that induced by {M,N)2. But we have M(xn,x,z,t) —> 1 and N(xn,x,z]t) —^  0 
as 71 ^> 00 for all 2 G X and ^ > 0 if and only if {X, M{x,y, z;t)} -> 1 and 
{r],N{x,y,z;t)} -> 0 if and only if M{xn,x,z;t) -^ 1 and N{xn,x,z;t) -> 0 as 
7i —7- CX3 for all 2 G X and i > 0, and we are done. 
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<\i 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric (m, 71)2 in above lemma is said to be bounded 
by (A,7y). 
L e m m a 4 . 3 . 3 . Intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizability is preserved under countable 
Cartesian product. 
P r o o f . Without loss of generality we may assume that the index set is N. Let 
{{Xn, TTin, Tin, *,•(>) : n G N) be a collection of intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizable spaces. 
Let Tn be the topology induced by (m„, n„)2 on (X„, nin, rin, *, C*) for n e N and let 
(X, r) be the cartesian product of ((X„,r„) : n G N) with product topology. Wo 
have to prove there is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric (m, 12)2 on X which induces 
the topology r. By Lemma 4.3.1, we may suppose that {mn,nn)2 is bounded by 
(1 - e("^,e["l) where e(") = ^TTT^^Te , el'^ ' - e<>e<} • • • <}e and e e (0,1) 
(see [2]), i.e. mnixn,yn,z;t) = max{l - e("),M„(2;„,y„,z;t)} and nnixn,yn,z;t) = 
mm{e^^\ Nn{xn,yn,z]t)}. Points of X = FITIGN^" ^^^ denoted as sequences as 
X = (xn) with Xn G Xn for n G N. Define m{x, y, z; t) = Y[^=i '^n[xn, yn, z; t) and 
n{x,y, z;t) = J J ^^ nn{xn,Vn,z;t), for each x,y,z e X and t>0 where [1^=1"« = 
fli * 02 * • • • * flm 11^=1 0,71 = fliOa20' • • • (^CLm- First uotc that (m, 71)2 is well defined 
since aj == nn=i ( l ~^^"^) i^  decreasing and bounded then converges to a G (0,1) also 
bi = YTn^i e'*' is increasing and bounded then converges to /3 G (0,1). Also {m,n)-2 
is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric on X because each (m^, n„)2 is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy 2-metric. Let U be the topology induced by an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
(m„,n„)2. We claim that U coincides with r . If G & U and x = (Xn) G G, then 
there exist r G (0,1) and t > 0 such that M{x, r, t) C G. For each r G (0,1), we can 
find a sequence {5n) in (0,1) and a positive integer no such that 
n=l n=no+l 
and 
rio 00 
n=l n=no+l 
For each n = 1,2,--- ,no, let Vn = B(x„,(5„,^), where the ball is with respect to 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric (m„,n„)2. Let Vn — Xn for n > n^. Put V = flneN^J' 
then x ^ V and V is an open set in the product topology r on X denoted by V. 
Furthermore V C B(x, r, t), since for each y G V 
00 
"^ (a^ , y, 2;; i) = H m„(a;„, y„, ^ ; t) 
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= JJ?T^„(a;„,?/„,^;t) * J J mn{xn,yn,z;t) 
n=l n=no+l 
no oo 
>l[{l-5r,)* H ( l - e ( " ) ) > l - r 
n=l n=rio + l 
oo 
n(x, y, z; t) = ] J nn{xn, Vn, z; t) 
n=l 
no CXD 
= Y['^n{Xn,yn,Z;t)<} ] J nn{Xn,yn, Z;t) 
n=l n=no+l 
n o CXD 
<l[SnO l[ e M < r . 
n=l n=no+l 
Hence V C M{x, r, t) C G. Therefore G is open in the product topology. 
Conversely, suppose G is open in the product topology and let x = (x„) G G. 
Choose a standard basic open set V such that x G V and V C G. Let V = HnGN " '^^  
where each V„ is open in X„ and V„ = Xn for all n > Uo. For n = 1, 2, • • • , rio, let 
1 - r„ = D„(2;n, X„ - V„, t) and gn = C„(a;„, X„ - V„, t), if Xn -/- V„, and r„ = e*"' 
and g„ = e'"', otherwise. Let r = min{ri,r2, • • • ,ro}, g = min{gi,g2, • • • ,go} 
and p = min{r,g}. We claim that B(x,p,/:) C V. \i y = {yn) G B(2;,p,t), then 
m{x,y,z;t) = ll'^^^mn{xn,yn,z;t) > 1 - p and so m„(x„,?/„,z;t) > 1 - p > 1 - r > 
1 - r „ and n(x, y, z; t) = 1]^=! '^ "(a^n, yn,z;t) < p < q < Qn for each n = 1, 2, • • • , ric. 
Then y,i G ¥„, for n = 1, 2, • • • ,no. Also, for n > no, 2/,i G V„ = Xn- Hence ?/ G V 
and so M{x,p,t) C V C G. Therefore G is open with respect to intuitionistic fuzzy 
2-metric topology and T cU. Hence r and U coincide. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 3 . 1 . An open subspace of a complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizablf 
space is a topologically complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizable space. 
Proof . Let {X, M, A'', *, 0 ) be a complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space and 
G an open subspace of X. If the restriction of (M, A'^ )2 to G is not complete, we 
can replace (M, A )^2 on G by other intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric as follows. Define 
/ : G X (0, oo) ^ ]R+ by f{x,t) = i_D(x^x-Gt)if ^^ undefined if X - G is empty, 
but then there is nothing to prove.) Fix an arbitrary s > 0 and for x, y G G and X. 
define 
m{x,y,z;t) 
' M{x, y, t) * M{f{x, s), f{y, s), f{z, s); t) for z G 
M{x,y,z;t) ioi z e X - G 
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and 
n{x,y,z;t) = N{x,y,z;t) 
for each t > 0. We claim that (m, n)2 is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric on G. The 
properties of (a), (b), (c), (d), (f), (g), (h), (i), (j) and (k) are immediate from the 
definition. For inequality (e), suppose that w,x,y,z E G and t, s,u,v > 0, then 
m{w, y, z; t) * m{x, w, z; u) * m(x, y, w; v) 
= {M{w, y, z; t)*M{f{w, s)J{y, s), f{z, s); t))*(M(x, w, z, u)*M{f{x, s), f{w, s), f(z. .sj; u) 
*{M{x, y, w; v) * M{f{x, s), f{y, s), f(w, s); v)) 
= {M{w, y, z; t) * M(x, w, z\ u) * M{x, y, w; v)) * {M[f{w, s), /(y, s), / (z , s); 0* 
M(/(x, s), /(w, s), / (z , s); M) * M(/(x, s), /(y, s), /(w, s); v)) 
< M(a;, y, z; t+u+w)*M(/(x, s), /(y, s), / (z , s); t+w+?;) 
= m{x,y,z;t + u + v) for 2; G G. 
Similarly 
m(w, y, 2; t) * m{x, w, z\ u) * m{x, y, u;; f) < m(x, y, z; t + w + w) for z G X — G. 
Now we show that (m, 72)2 and (M, A )^2 are equivalent intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrics 
on G. We do this by showing that m{xn, x, z;t) ^ 1 if and only if M(xn, x, z;t) ^ 1 
and n{xn,x,z;t) —>• 0 if and only if N{xn,x,z;t) ^ 0 of course the second part 
is trivial. Since m{x,y,z;t) < M(x,y,z;t) for all a;,y G G, 2 G X and t > 0, 
M{xn,x,z;t) -> 1 whenever m{xn,x,z;t) —)• 1 for all 2; G X . To prove the con-
verse, let M{xn,x,z]t) —> 1 for all z E X, we know from Proposition of [20], M is 
continuous funtion on X x X x X x (0, 00), then since 
lim D{xn, X - G,s) = hm(sup{M(xn, y,z;s):yEGze X}) 
n n 
> lim M{xn, y, z- s) = M{x, y, z; s), 
n 
we have limL)(x„,X - G, s) > limJ9(a;,X - G,s). On the other hand, there exist 
n n 
a yo G X - G and Uo G N such that for every n > rio and z G X, we have 
D{xn,X - G, s) * (1 - - ) < M{xn, yo, z] s). 
Then limZ)(x„,X - G, s) < M{x,yo,z;s) < snp{M{x,y,z;s) : y G X - G, z G 
X} = D{x,X - G,s). Therefore limD{xn,X - G,s) = limL>(x,X - G,s). This 
n n 
implies M{f{xn,s),f{x,s),f{z,s);t) -^ 1. Hence m{xn,x,z;t) -^ 1 for all z e X. 
Therefore (m,n)2 and {M,N)2 are equivalent. Next we show that (m, n)2 is a 
complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric. Suppose that (x„) is a Cauchy sequence in 
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G with respect to (m,n)2. Since, for each m, n G N and t > 0, m(xm,x-„, ^; t) < 
M{xm, Xn, z; t) and n{x, y, z; t) = N{x, y, z; t) for all z ^ X, the sequence (x„) is also 
a Cauchy sequence with respect to (M, N)2- By the completeness of (X, M, A^ , *, 0) , 
(x„) converges to point p in X. We claim that p G G. Assume otherwise, then for 
each n e N , i f p G X - G and M{xn,p, z; t) < D{xn, X -G,t) for all z e X, then 
Therefore 
that is 
1 - M{xn,p, z]t)>l- D{xn, X -G,t)>0. 
1 
> 
1 - D{xn,X~G,t)- 1- M{xn,p,z;t)' 
1 
1 - M{Xn,P,Z;t)' 
for each t > 0 for all z G X. Therefore as n —^  oo, for every t > 0 we get f[xn,t) —* 
oo. In particular, /(x„, s) —>• oo. On the other hand, M{f{xn, s), f{xm, s), f{z, s);t) > 
m{xm,XmZ;t) for every m,n G N and for all z G X, that is {f{xn,s)) is an F~ 
bounded sequence (see [9]). This contradiction shows that p G G. Henc(> (a;,,) 
converges to p with respect to (m, n)2 and thus (G,TO, n, *,<>) is a complete intu-
itionistic fuzzy 2-metrizable space. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 3 . 2 . Let {Y,M,N,*,•(}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric spac(> 
and X be a topologically complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metrizable subspace of Y. 
Then X is a G^ subset of Y. 
P r o o f . Let (X, M', A'"', *, 0 ) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space that induces 
the same topology for X as (M, N)2 does. For each x G X and each n G N, let 
rn{x) be a positive real number such that r„(a;) < ^ and M'{w,x,z;t) > I — y- and 
N'{w, x, z; t) < ^, whenever to G X and for all z G X and M'{w, x, z; t) > 1 - r„(a-) 
and N'{w,x,z;t) < r„(a;) for each ^ > 0 and for all z G X. Suppose that 
Qn = |J(B(M,7V)2(3:, r„(x); )^ : x G X, ^ > 0) for each n G N, and L = \J{Qn : n G N). 
n n 
Then F is a G^ subset of Y which clearly contains X. It is enough to shown that 
F C X . 
Let Xo G F. Then x^ G Gn for each n G N. Hence for each n G N, there is x„ G X 
such that Xo G M(^M^N-)^{x,rn{x),t). Therefore M(x„,Xo,2;;t) > 1 - r„(a;) > I - ^ 
and N{xn, Xo, z\ t) < rn{x) < ~ for each n e N and t > 0 and for all z e X. This 
means that x„ —> Xo m Y. 
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Now, let 0 < e < 1 and N eN such that (1 - ^ ) * (1 - ^ ) * (1 - ^ ) > 1 
and ( ^ ) 0 ( i ) 0 ( ^ ) < e. Let m G N be such that 
Therefore 
so 
'1 ) * Mfxo, XN, Z; t) > I — r^ixN) for all z ^ X. 
m 
1 
[I ) * M{xo, XN, Xk] t) > l~ rN{xN) for aU Xk G X, 
m 
(1 )*M(xo, XN, Xk] t)*M{xo, XN, Z; t) > 1—r7v(xjv)*M(xo, XM, Z\ t) for ah xi- G A', 
m 
hence 
(1 )*M{Xo,XN,Xk\t)*M{Xo,XN-,Z\t) > l-rN{XN)-
m 
and 
—(^N(xo,XN,z;t) < TNixN) for all z G X. 
m 
So 
^<)N{x^,XN,Xk;t)<)N{xo,XN,z;t) < rN{xN)(>N{xo,XN,z;t) for ah Xk G X, 
m 
hence 
—<}N{xo,XN,Xk] t)<}N(xo,XN, Z; t) < r^(a;Ar). 
m 
Now for every fc G N and k > m, v/e have 
M(2;fc, XN, Z; 3t) > M{xk, Xo, z\ t) * M{xo, XN, Xk, t) * M{xo, XN, Z; t) 
> (1 - - ) * M{XO,XN, Z; t) * M{xo, XN, Xk, t) 
> (1 )*M{xo,XN,Xk;t)*M{xo,XN,Xk;t) > l-rA-(x,v) 
f f 1/ 
and 
N{xk, XN, Z; 3t) < N{xk, Xo, z; t)<}N{xo, XN, Xk, z; t)<)N{x^, XN, Z; t) 
< -<)'N{xo,XN,z;t)<}N{xo,XN,Xk;t) 
< —<)'N{xo,XN,z;t)<)N{xo,XN,Xk,t) < rN{xN)-
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Therefore M'{xk,xrj,z;3t) > (1 - ^ ) and N'{xk,XN,z;3t) < ^ for all z e X. If 
k, I > m, then 
M'{xk, xu z\ 9t) > M'(xfc, X]v, z; 3t) * M'(XN, xi, z; 3t) * M'(xfc, x;, XN; 3t! 
and 
/v"(a;fc, x;, z; 9t) < N'{xk, x^, z; 3t)<}N'{xN, xi, z; 3t)<}N'{xk, xi, XN] 3t) 
1 A 1 A 1 
Hence the sequence (x„) is Cauchy in the complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
{X, M', N', *, <C>) and then it converges to some element of X. Since Xn -~^' Xo in 
Y, it follows that Xo ^  X and thus T C X. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4.4. Completion of Intuitionistic fuzzy 2-nietric space 
In this section, we define and study completion of intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
spaces. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 4 . 1 . Let {X,M,N,*,<}) and {Y,M',N', *',<)') be two intuition-
istic fuzzy 2-metric spaces. A mapping / from X to y is called an isometry if for 
each x,y,z e X and t > 0, M{x, y, z; t) = M'{f{x), f{y), f{z); t) and N{x, y, z; t) = 
N'{f{x)J{y)J{z)-t). 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 4 . 2 . Let (X, M, A^ , *, 0 ) and (F, M', A '^, *', <)') be two intuitionis-
tic fuzzy 2-metric spaces. Then X and Y are called isometric if there is an isometry 
between X and Y. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 4 . 3 . Let (X, M, A", *, <>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
Then the completion of (X, M, A", *,<)) is a complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric 
space (y, M', A '^,*',<0>') such that (X, M, A", *,<>) is isometric to a dense subspace 
ofy . 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 4 . 4 . Let (X,M,A,*,<» and (y,M',A^', *',<>') be two intuition-
istic fuzzy 2-metric spaces. A mapping / : X —> y is uniformly continuous if 
for each e G (0,1) and each t > 0, there exist S G (0,1) and s > 0 such that 
M'{f{x)J{y)J{z)-t) > l-e and N'{f(x)Jiy)Jiz)-t) < e whenever M(x,y, z; s) 
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> 
-na Azarf / • 
^01 i^ 
1 - ^ and N{x, y, z;s)<6 for all z e X. ^\^ 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 4 . 5 . Let {X,M,N,*,0) and (y, M', TV', *', 0') bel^Tntuitioms-
tic fuzzy 2-metric spaces. Then, X and 1^  are called uniformly isomorphic if there 
is a bijection / : X —>• Y" such that both / and f~^ are uniformly continuous in 
the sense of Definition 4.4.4. In this case we say that / is a uniform isomorphism 
between {X, M, N, *, 0 ) and {Y, M', N', *', 0 ') . 
E x a m p l e 4 . 4 . 1 . In Example 3.3.1. we had shown that {X,M,N,*,<}) is not 
complete. Now we prove that, the completion of {X, M,N,*, <)) is no longer possible. 
Suppose that (X, M,N,*, 0 ) admits an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric completion 
{X, M, TV, *, <0>). Then, there exists an isometry i from X onto a dense subspace of 
X. Since (z(x„))^3 and (i(y„))^3 are Cauchy sequences in {X,M,N, *,(}). there 
exist x,y Ei X such that for each t > 0, 
M{x,i{xn),z;t) -^ 1 and N{x,i{xn),z;t) -^ 0 
M(y , z (y„ ) , z ; t ) ^ l and N{y,i(yn),z;t) -^ 0, 
as n —)• oo and for all z ^ X. 
Fix t > 0 and put M{x,y,z]t) = 1 — r and N{x,y,z;t) ~ r, with 0 < r < 
1. For each fc > 3 there exists Uk > k such that M{x,i{xn^),z;t) > 1 — | . 
N{x,i{x„J,z;t) < I and M{y,i(yn,),z;t) > 1 - | , N(y,i{yn,),z;t) < | for all 
z e X. Since M(i(x„J, i (y„J ,z;3t) = 1 - ^ and iV(i(xnJ,i(y„J,2;3t) = ^ , it 
follows from the relation 
M{i{xn^:),i{ynk), z; 9t) > M{x,i{ynj,z; 3^)*M(z(x„J,x, z; 3t)*M{i{xnJ,i{yrH),x; 3/ < 
Now 
M{x, z(y„J, z; 3t) > M{y, i{ynj, z; t) * M{x, y, z; t) * M{x, i{yn,),m t). 
therefore, M(z(xnJ, iiynj, z; 9t) > M{y, i{ynj, z; t)*M{x, y, z; t)*M{x, i{yn,). m t)* 
M{i{x„^),x, z; 3t) * M(i(x„J , i (y„J , x; St). 
or 
( l - i ) . ( l - r ) * ( l - i ) * ( l - i ) . ( l - i ) < ( ' l 
and 
for each A; > 3. On the other hand, since * is a continuous t-norm and <> is a 
continuous t-conorm. 
_2_ 
y (i: 
^^-y*(i^^''('-9'04)'0-y-('-^>-^><>s^k^ r 
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as fc ^ oo. So, by (1), we deduce that r = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence {X, M,N,*, -0") has no intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric completion. 
The foUowing lemma is trivial. 
L e m m a 4 . 4 . 1 . Let {X,M,N,*,<}) and (Y, M', N', *', <}') be two intuitionistic 
fuzzy 2-metric spaces. A mapping f : X ^Y is uniformly continuous if and only if 
/ is uniformly continuous as a mapping from the uniform space {X, t/(M,7V)2) to the 
uniform space {Y,U(M',N')2)-
Now we prove the following: 
L e m m a 4 . 4 . 2 . Let {X, M,N,*, <)) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space and 
{Y, M', N', *', <0>') a complete intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. If there is a uni-
formly continuous mapping / from a dense subspace {A, M, N, *, 0 ) of {X, M, N, *, 0 ) . 
to (y, M', N', *', 0')? then / has a unique uniformly continuous extension F : {X, M, A 
*) 0 ) —^  (Y, M', N', *', <0>')- III particular, F is an isometry whenever / so. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 4.4.1, / is uniformly continuous mapping from the uniform 
space {•A,U(^M,N)2/AXA) to the uniform space {Y,U(^M',N')2)- Since A is dense in X, 
it follows from classical results that / has a unique uniformly continuous extension 
/* : {X,U(^M,N)2) ~^ {Y,U(M',N')2)- Thus /* is uniformly continuous mapping from 
the intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space (X, M, AT, *,<0) to the intuitionistic fuzzy 2-
metric space (Y, M', N', *', <C>'), by Lemma 4.4.1. 
Now suppose that / is an isometry from (X, M, A^ , *, <0>) to {Y,M',N',*',<}'). 
Let x,y (E X and t > 0. Then, there exist two sequences (xn)n€N and (yn)neN in A 
such that and Vn ^  y with respect to T{^M,N)2- Choose an arbitrary e G (0,1). 
By contirmity of M{x,y, z;.) and N{x,y, z;.), there is A; G N such that 
O Q 
e+M{x,y,z;t) > M{x,y,z;t+-) and N{x,y,z;t)-e < N{x,y,z;t+y) for aU .: G X. 
k k 
Furthermore, it follows from continuity of /* that f*{xn) -^ f*{x) and f*{y,i) —* 
f*{y) with respect to TI^M',N')2- So by [27, Theorem 3.11] there is n^ such that 
M(x, x„, z; - ) > 1 — e and Nix, x„, z; - ) < e for all 2 e X, k k 
M{y, yn, z]-)>l-e and N{y, y„, z; - ) < e for all z e X, 
M'inx),r{x^),z; ^) > 1 - e and N'{rix), r{xn),z; i ) < e for all z € X, 
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M'iriy), rivn), z-^)>l-e and iV'(/*(?/), /*(?/„), ^ ; ^) < ^ for all z e X, 
for all n>n^. Thus we have 
o 
e + M{x, y, z; t) > M{x, y,z;t + - ) 
> M{xn, y,z-t+-)* M{x, Xn, z; - ) * M(x, y, x„; - ) 
k K K 
>M{xn,y,z;t + ~)*{l-e)*{l-e). 
M{xn,y,z]t + -)> M{yn,y,z; - ) * M(x„,y^,z-t + -)* M{xn,y,yn, ^) 
> (1 - e) * M'irixnl riyn), riz); t+^)*{l-e), 
and 
N{x,y,z;t) - € < N{x,y,z;t + -) 
r* -I -j 
< N{xn,y,z]t + -)<)N{x,Xn, z] -)ON{x,y,Xn, 7) 
K k k 
<N{xn,y,z;t+-)<}€<}€. 
N{xn,y,z;t+ -) < N{yn,y,z; -<>N{xn,yn,z;t + -)<>iV(x„,y,yn, -r) 
<eON'{r{xn),nyn),nz);t + ^)Oe, 
and 
M'{nxn),nyn),nzy,t+-) 
> M'irix), r{yn), riz); t+^yM'{r{xn), nx), r{z)- \yM\nxn), nyn), rui 
> M'irix), riyn), riz); ^  + )^ *' (i - )^ *' (i - )^-
But 
M'irix),riyn),riz);t + ^) 
> M'iriy), riyn), riz); I)*'M'irix), riv), riz);t)*'M'irix), rivn), ny); \) 
> (1 - e) *' M'irix), r{y), riz); t) *' (l - e), 
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Therefore 
M'{nx„,),r{yn)J*{z);t+^) > ( l -e )* 'M'( r (x) , r (2 / ) , r (z) ; t )* ' ( l -e )* ' ( l - -6)* ' ( l e 
Again, we have 
iv'(rw,r(2/n),r(^);t+^) 
< Ar'(r(x) J*(y . ) J * ( z ) ; t + ^ ) 0 ' i V ' ( r W , r ( x ) J*(z) ; i )0 'A^ ' ( r (x„) J^CyJ 
But 
< N\r{x)J*{yn),nz);t + l)0'eO'e 
N'{r{x),r{yn),r{z)-t+l) 
< N'iriy), riyn), riz); l)o'N'ir{x), riy), riz); t)o'N'{r{x), r{yn), r (y); I) 
<eO'N'{r{x),r{y),r{z);t)0'e. 
So 
N'irixn), riyn), riz); t + l)< eO'N'inx), ny), riz); t)<}'e<}'eO'( 
for aU n > Tie. Therefore, 
e+M(x,y,z;t) > [ ( l - e ) * ' M ' ( r W , r ( y ) , r ( z ) ; i ) * ' ( l - e ) * ' ( l - e ) * ' ( l - e ) ] * ( l - 6 ) * ( l - e ) 
and 
N{x,y,z;t)-e< [eO'N'irix),f\y),r{z)-t)0'eO'eO'e]OeOe. 
By the continuity of * and *', it follows that M{x, y, z, t) > M'{f*{x),f*{y), f*{z); t) 
and by continuity of 0 and ^ ' , it follows that N\X, y, z; t) < N'{f*{x), f*{y), f*{z)\ t) 
Similar arguments show that M{x, y, z; t)< M'(/*(x), f*{y), f*{z); t) and N{x., y, z: t \ 
> N'{f*ix),f*(y),f*{z);t) for all x,y,z e X and t > 0. Hence conclude that /* is 
an isometry from {X, M, A^ , *, 0 ) to (Y, M', N', *', 0 ') . 
This completes the proof of lemma. 
2) are T h e o r e m 4 . 4 . 1 . Suppose that {Yi,M[,N[, *[,<}[) and {Y2,M!^,N^,*'^,0''r 
two intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric completions of (X, M, N, *, <>). Then Yi and F2 are 
isometric. Thus, if an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space has an intuitionistic fuzzy 
2-metric completion, it is unique up to isometry. 
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Proof . Since (Y'2,-^2'-^2J*2'O2) i^  an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric completion of 
(X, M, iV, * ,0 ) , there is isometry / from {X,M,N,*,{}) onto a dense subspacc 
of {Y2,M2,N2,*'2,'0'2)- By Lemma 4.4.2, / admits a (unique) extension /* to 
{Yi,M[,N[,*[, {)•[), which is also an isometry. So, it remains to show that /* is 
onto. But this fact follows from standard arguments. Indeed, given 7/2 £ ^2 there is 
a sequence {xn)neN in X such that f*{xn) -> 2/2• Since /* is an isometry, {xn)neN 1^  
a Cauchy sequence, so it converges to some point yi G Yi. Consequently f*{yi) = 1/2 
This completes the proof of theorem. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 4 . 2 . Let {X,d) be a 2-metric space. Then, standard intuition-
istic fuzzy 2-metric space (X, M^, A^ d, *, 0 ) admits an (upto the isometry) unique 
intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric completion, which is exactly the standard intuitionistic 
fuzzy 2-metric space of the completion of (X, d). 
P r o o f . Let (X,Mj, A/"^ , *,<0>) be the standard intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space 
of the completion {X,d) of {X,d). Then (X,Mj, A j^, *, 0 ) is a complete intu-
itionistic fuzzy 2-metric space and it is the unique intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metri( 
completion of {X,Md,Nd,*,^) (up to isometry). Indeed, since there is an isom-
etry / from (X, d) onto a dense subspace of (X, d) and the topologies generated 
by d and {M^,N^) coincide so f{X) is dense in {X,M^,N^, *,<}). Furthermore. 
M^{f{x),f{y)J{z);t) = Md{x,y,z;t) and N^{f{x), f{y),J{zy,t) = Nd{x,y,z;t) for 
all x,y,z e X and t > 0 (see Example 4.4.L ). So (X,Mj, A j^, * ,0) is an intu-
itionistic fuzzy 2-metric completion of (X, Md, A/'d,*,<0>), and by Theorem 4.4.1., it 
is unique up to isometry. 
This completes the proof of theorem. 
R e m a r k 4 . 4 . 1 . li {X,d) is a 2-metric space and 
, . , , kt^ , A7 / N md(x,y,z) 
Md,knm{x, y, z, t) = -—— r and Nd,knm{x, y, z, t) = kt^ + md(x,y,z) ' ' ' ' kt"^ + md{x,y,z)' 
with k,m,n > 0, then {X,Md,knm,Nd,knm,*,'0') is an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metri( 
space, where a* b = ab and a<0>^  = min{l,a + b} for all a,b E [0,1]. In particular, 
we have the standard intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space when k = m = n — 1. Note 
that the proof of Theorem 4.4.2. also shows that (X, Mj^^„^, A j^^ ^^ ,^ *, <>) is (up to 
isometry) the unique intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric completion of (X, Mdknm, Ndknm-
*,•). 
Now we show that it is still possible to obtain a general solution to the problem 
of intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric completion by using uniform isomorphism instead 
of isometrics. The next result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.4.1 and 
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Definition 4.4.5. 
L e m m a 4 . 4 . 3 . Let {X,M,N,*,<>) and [Y, M', N', *', <)') be two intuitionistic 
fuzzy 2-metric spaces. Then, X and Y are uniformly isomorphic if and only if the 
uniform spaces {X, U(^M,N)2) ^^d (Y, U{M',N')2) ^^6 uniformly isomorphic. 
If {X,d) is a 2-metric space, Ud will denote the uniformity induced by d on A' 
L e m m a 4 . 4 . 4 . For any 2-metric space {X, d), the uniformities (id and t/(i\/d,A,ji, J 
coincide on X. 
P r o o f . It is routine to check that for each x,y,z G X and n G N, we have 
d{x,y,z) < ^^^;^foranz G X if and only if Md(x,?/, ^; i ) > 1 - ^ and A^d(a;,y, 2; ^) < 
^ for all 2 G X. Consequently, Ud = U(^Md,Nd)2) '^^ ^• 
This completes the proof of Lemma. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 4 . 3 . Let (X, M, A'', *,<0>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space. 
Then , there is an (up to uniform isomorphism) unique complete intuitionistic fuzz} 
2-metric space (F, M', N\ *', <0>') such that {X, M, N, *, <» is uniformly isomorphic 
to a dense subspace of Y. Furthermore (Y, M', N', *', <)') is a standard intuitionistic 
fuzzy 2-metric space and the uniform space {Y, IJ{M\N')2) is uniformly isomorphic to 
the completion of {X,tJ{^M,N)2)-
Proof . Let d be a 2-metric X such that the uniformity JJd induced by d coincides 
with the uniformity U(M,N)2 induced by (M, A'')2 (such a metric d obviously exists 
because U(M,N)2 has a countable base). Consider the completion {X,d) of {X,d). 
Then, the standard intuitionistic fuzzy 2-metric space {X, Mj, Nj^, *, 0 ) is complete. 
Since, by Lemma 4.4.4, Ud = U(M^,N-)2) on X, it follows that {X,U[M-,N-)2)) ^^  uni-
formly isomorphic to the completion of {X, IJ(M,N)2)- So {X, M,N,*, <» is uniformly 
isomorphic to a dense subspace of {X,M^,N^,*,^) by Lemma 4.4.3. Uniqueness 
of {X, Mj^, A/j, *, <C>) (up to uniform isomorphism) of the completion of any uniform 
space. 
This completes the proof of theorem. 
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Chapter 5 
STATISTICAL LIMIT SUPERIOR 
AND LIMIT INFERIOR IN 
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY NORMED SPACES 
STATISTICAL LIMIT SUPERIOR 
AND LIMIT INFERIOR IN 
INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY NORMED SPACES 
5.1. Introduction 
The concept of statistical convergence was first introduced by Fast [18] and Stein-
hauss [45] independently in the same year 1951 and since then studied by many 
authors. In particular, active researches on this topic were started after the work of 
Salat and [41] Fridy [22]. This idea was extended for double sequences by Mursaleen 
and Edely [9]. The idea of statistical convergence for single sequences and for dou-
ble sequence in intuitionistic fuzzy normed space has been studied by Karakus et 
al. [31] and Mursaleen and Mohiuddine [37] respectively. Many of the results of the 
theory of ordinary convergence have been extended to the theory of statistical con-
vergence. For instance, Fridy [23] introduced the concept of statistical limit points 
and Fridy and Orhan [24] introduced the statistical analogues of limit superior and 
limit inferior of a sequence of real numbers. Recently, statistical convergence and 
some of its related concepts for fuzzy numbers have been studied in [4], [5], [42] and 
[44]. 
In this chapter, we define and study the concept of statistical limit superior and 
statistical limit inferior in intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. An example is demon-
strated to calculate these points in intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. We observe 
that our results are analogous to the results of Fridy and Orhan [24], but proofs are 
somewhat different when we deal with these concepts in intuitionistic fuzzy normed 
spaces. 
5.2. Preliminaries 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 2 . 1 [21] . If /C is a subset of N, then the natural density of K 
denoted by S{K), is defined as 
S{K):=\im-\{k<n:keK}l 
n n 
where the vertical bars denote the cardinality of the enclosed set. 
Definition 5.2.2 [22, 45]. A sequence x = (xn) of numbers is said to be 
statistically conver-
gent to L if 
S{{k < n : |xfc-L| > e}) = 0 
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for every e > 0. In this case, we write si-lima; = L. 
Definition 5.2.3 [23, 24]. A sequence x = (xn) of numbers is said to he 
statistically bounded if there is a number B such that 
5{{k < n : \xk\ > B}) = 0. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 2 . 4 [22, 4 5 ] . A sequence x = (x„) of numbers is said to be 
statistically Cauchy if there exists a positive integer m e N satisfying 
8{{k < m : |xfe - Xyn\ > e}) = 0 
for every e > 0. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 2 . 5 [23] . If {a^ fc^ .^,} is a subsequence of x = {xk) and K :— {k^j) : 
j G N}, then we abbreviate {xk.j.} by {X}K- If S{K) = 0 then {X}K is called a 
subsequence of density zero or a thin subsequence. On the other hand, {X}K is a 
nonthin subsequence oi x = (x^) if K does not have density zero. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 2 . 6 [23] . The number ^ is called a statistical limit point of a 
sequence x — (x„) of numbers if there is a nonthin subsequence of x = (x„) that 
converges to ^. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 2 . 7 [23] . The number T] is called a statistical cluster point of a 
sequence x = (x„) of numbers if 
S{{k < n : |xfc - r/l < e}) = 0 
for every e > 0. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 2 . 8 [24] . For a real sequence x = (x/c), define the sets Bj and 
Ax by 
B^ := {5 e K : S{{k : Xk > b}) j^ 0} 
A^:={aem: S{{k : Xk < a}) j^ 0}. 
Then the statistical limit superior of x = (x^) is defined by 
St n m s u p x . - | _ ^ .^  ^^ ^ ^ 
And the statistical limit inferior of x = (xk) is defined by 
.Miminfx:=P"f^^^^ ., ^ ^ f' 
[ +00 if A:c = 0-
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D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 2 . 9 [31] . Let (X,//,z^, *,{>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed 
space. We say that a sequence x — {xk) is statistically convergent to L E X with 
respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm {[JL, U) provided that for every t > 0 and 
be {0,1) 
d{{k < n : (i{xk — L;t) < 1 — b ov v[xk — L;t) > b}) = 0. 
In this case, we write st(^,^)-hmx = L. 
5.3. Statistical limit superior and inferior in IFN-spaces 
In this section, we define limit point, statistical limit point, statistical cluster point, 
statistically bounded, statistical limit superior and statistical limit inferior in intu-
itionistic fuzzy normed spaces and demonstrate through an example how to compute 
these points in an IFN-spaces. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 3 . 1 . Let (X,/^, z^ , *,<)) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. 
Then I £ X is called a limit point of the sequence x = (xk) with respect to the 
intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/^ , v) provided that there is a subsequence of x -- {xk) 
that converges to / with respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/i, ly). Let LQi^^-){x) 
denote the set of all limit points of the sequence x = (x^) with respect to the intu-
itionistic fuzzy norm (/x, v). 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 3 . 2 . Let {X,IJL,U,*,{}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. 
Then .^  G X is called a statistical limit point of the sequence x — (xk) with respect 
to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/i, v) provided that there is a nonthin subsequence 
of x = (xk) that converges to ^ with respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (//, i^ ). 
In this case, we say that ^ is a st(^_i,)-limit point of sequence x = {xk). Let A(^ ,_,^ )(x) 
denote the set of all st(p_^)-limit points of the sequence x = (x^). 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 3 . 3 . Let (X,/i, z/, *,<0) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. 
Then r] G X is called a statistical cluster point of the sequence x ~ (xk) with 
respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (//, z^ ) provided that for every to > 0 and 
a e ( 0 , l ) , 
S{{k < n : fi{xk -T];to) > 1 — a or u{xk - rj; to) < a}) = 0. 
In this case we say 77 is a st(^^i,)-cluster point of the sequence x = (x^). Let Ti^^^){x) 
denote the set of all s^(^^i,)-cluster points of the sequence x = (xfc). 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 3 . 4 . The real number sequence x = (xk) is said to be statistically 
bounded in intuitionistic fuzzy normed space {X,/j,,u,*,^), if there exists some 
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to > 0 and b G (0,1) such that 6{{k : fi{xk\'to) > 1 — 6 or v{xk\to) < b}) = 0. 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 . 3 . 5 . For a real sequence x = {xk), we define the sets B^ ana 
At"^ by 
S^'^^ := {b e (0,1) : S{{k : //(x^; i) < 1 - 6 or iy(xk; t) > 6}) ^^  0} 
4^'") ••= {« e (0,1) : S{{k : i^ixk] t)>l-aov v{xk\ t) < a}) ^ 0}. 
Then the statistical limit superior of x — (x^) with respect to the intuitionistic 
fuzzy norm (/^ , i^ ) is defined by 
sup Bi'^ '^ ) if Si"''^) ^ 0, 
0 if Bi"'''^ = 0. st(^,^)-limsupx:- s, ^ ,^  o(/^ ,t.) _ 
And the statistical limit inferior of a; = (xk) with respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy 
norm (/i, u) is defined by 
st(^,^)-liminfx:= ^ ^ .^  .(M,;^ ) _ inf Aif^ '^ ^ if Ai"''^ ) 7^  0, 1 if Ai"'") = 0. 
E x a m p l e 5 . 3 . 1 . A simple example will help to illustrate the concepts just 
defined. Let the sequence x = (xk) be defined by 
2k, if k is an odd square, 
—1, if A; is an even square, 
'' ' * 1, if A; is an odd nonsquare, 
0, if A; is an even nonsquare. 
Let fi{xk;t) = ^ and u{xk;t) = ^ . 
The above sequence is clearly unbounded with respect to (/x,i^). On the other 
hand, it is statistically bounded with respect to (/^ , i^). For this, 
6{{k < n : iJ,(xk; to) < 1 — b or p{xk; to) > b}) 
= K{k < n : °^ < 1 - 6 or — ! ^ > b}) 
= 8{{k<n:\xk\>^^}). 
Since 0 < 6 < 1 , i - l > 0 . Choose to = ^ . Then to > 0 and 
5{{k < n : //(xfc; to) < 1 - 6 or v{xk] U) > b}) 
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= S{{k < n : \xk\ > YZTf) ^ ~t~ ^ •'"^ ^ 
= S{{k < n : \xk\ > 1}) 
= lim - X -— = 0. 
n-foo n 2 
Hence it is statistically bounded with respect to (//, u). 
To find Bx\ we have to find those 6 G (0,1) for which 
6{{k < n : n{xk'-,t) < 1 - b or v{xk;t) > b}) / 0. 
Now, 
5{{k < n : //(xfci )^ < 1 — & or /^(x^; t) > b}) 
= 6({k < n : — ^ < 1 - 6 or ^^f* , > h}) 
^^ ~ t+\xk\ t+\xk\ 
= 5{{k<n: \xk\ > ^ 3 ^ } ) -
We can easily choose any t > O a s t < ^ — l f o r O < 6 < l , so that 
bt b 1-& , 
Therefore 
5{{k < n : \xk\ > T^- r l ) 
= 6i{k<n: \xk\ > ^ = Y 3 ^ } ) ' 
and by the above condition r G (0,1). Now the number of members of the sequence 
I— 
2 
which satisfy the above condition is always greater than n — ^ or n — —^ for the 
case n is even or odd, respectively. Therefore 
5{{k <n: \xk\ >r = ^-3-7}) 
,. 1 n 1 , . 1 n + 1 1 
> lim — X 7: = ~ or lim — x = - . 
n-)-oo n 2 2 n^oo U 2 2 
Thus 
6{{k < n : \xk\ > r = ^ ^ 1 ) ^ 0 for all b G (0,1). 
Hence 
Bi^'-'> = (0,1), 
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and 
st (fi^iyylim sup X = 1. 
The above sequence has two subsequences 
X = [xm) where x„. = 1 for each n, e {3, 5, 7,11,13, • • • }, 
and 
X = (xnj) where Xnj = 0 for each rij G {2,6,8,10,12, • • • }, 
i,j G N; which are of positive density and clearly convergent to 1 and 0, respectively. 
Therefore x is not statistically convergent. Similarly, we have 
At"^ = (0,1), 
and 
•5^(/i,i/)-liniinf X = 0. 
Hence the set of statistical cluster points of a: is {0,1}, where s^ (fi,^ )- liminf x ~ least 
element and st(^^i,)-limsupx = greatest element of the above set. 
This observation suggests the main idea of our first theorem of the next section. 
5.4. Main Results 
The following results are analogues of the results due to Fridy and Orhan [24], while 
the proofs are different, which show the technique how to work with IFN-spaces. 
T h e o r e m 5 . 4 . 1 . If 6 = si(,i,i/)- limsup x is finite, then for every positive numbers 
t and 7 
5{{k : /x(xfc; ^ ) < 1 - 6 + 7 or u{xk; t) > 6 - 7}) 7^  0 1 
and \ . (1) 
6({k : nixk] )^ < 1 - 6 - 7 or iy{xk; ^ > 6 + 7}) = 0 J 
Conversely, if (1) holds for every positive t and 7 then b = st(^t,)-hmsupx. 
P r o o f . Let 6 = st(^^^)-limsupx, where b is finite. Then 
S{{k : ^(xfc; t)<l-bor u{xk] t) > b}) 7^  0. (2) 
Since //(x^; t) < 1 - 6 + 7 or u{xk; )^ > 6 - 7 for every k and for any t, 7 > 0, 
5{{k < n : ii{xk\ t) < 1 - 6 + 7 or v{xk] t) > 6 - 7}) 7^  0. 
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Now applying the definition of st(^,i/)-limsup2;, we liave 1 — 6 as the least value and 
b as the greatest value satisfying (2). 
Now if possible, 
/j.{xk; t) < I — b — 'y or v{xk\ t) > b + 7 for some 7 > 0. 
Then 1 — 6 — 7 and 6 + 7 are another values with 1—6 — 7 < 1 — 5 and b + j>b 
which satisfies (2). This observation contradicts the fact that I — b and b are least 
and greatest values, respectively, which satisfy the above condition. 
Hence, 
5{{k < nfj,{xk; t) < 1 - 6 - 7 or u{xk; t) >b + 7}) = 0 for every 7 > 0. 
Conversely, if (1) holds for every positive t and 7 , then 
6{{k < n : /i(xfc; t) < 1 - 6 + 7 or v{xk; t) > 6 - 7}) 7^  0 
and 
5{{k < n : ii{xk; t) < 1 - 6 - 7 or ulxk] t) > b + 7}) = 0. 
Therefore 
6{{k < n : ^ {xk, i) < 1 - 6 or iy{xk; t) > 6}) ^ 0 
and 
6{{k < n : n{xk; t) = 1 — b or u{xk\ t) — b}) = 0. 
That is 
6{{k < n : ii{xk] t) < 1 — 6 or u{xk] t) > b}) ^ Q for every t > 0. 
Hence b = st^^^^^y limsup x. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The dual statement for st(^^^,yy lira ini x can also be proved similarly. 
T h e o r e m 5 . 4 . 1 ' . If a = 5i(^^^)-lim inf x is finite, then for every positive number 
t and 7 
S({k < n : ii{xk; )^ > 1 — a — 7 or ^{xk; t) < a + 7}) 7^  0 ] 
and \ . (!') 
5{{k < n : iJi{xk\ )^ > 1 — a + 7 or i>{xk\ t) < a ~ 7}) = 0 J 
Conversely, if (!') holds for every positive t and 7 then a = s^(^ j^y)-hminf x. 
R e m a r k 5 . 4 . 1 . From the definition of statistical cluster points, we see that 
Theorems 5.4.1 and 5.4.1' can be interpreted as saying that st(^_t,)-limsupx and 
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st(^,y)-liminf a: are the greatest and the least statistical cluster points of x --= (xk). 
respectively. 
T h e o r e m 5 . 4 . 2 . For any sequence x, st(^_,^)-liminf x < st(^,i.)-limsupx. 
P r o o f . First consider the case in which s^(^^,y)-limsup2; = 0, which implies that 
BM = 0. 
Then, for every b E (0,1), 
QM ^ ^(1^ . ^(^^. i) < 1 _ 5 or u{xk; t) > b}) = 0, 
that is 
S({k : n{xk\ t) >1 — b or v{xk; t) <b}) = \. 
Also for every a G (0,1), we have 
5{{k : /^ (xfc; i) > 1 — a or u{xk; t) < a}) ^ 0. 
Hence, st(^^^)-liminf x = 0. 
The case in which s^(^,,y)-limsupa; = 1, is trivial. 
Suppose that b = st(^,^)-limsupx, and a = si(^_,y)-liminf a;; where a and b are finite. 
Now for given any 7, we show that 1 — 6 — 7 G Ai • 
By Theorem 5.4.1, 
5({fc : ;x(xfe; f) < 1 - 6 - | or v{x^; t) > 6 + | } ) = 0, 
where 1 — 6=least upper bound of Bx • 
Therefore 
6{{k : / / ( X f e ; t ) > l - b - ^ o i u{xk\t)<b+^}) = I, 
which in turn gives 
S{{k : fi(xk;t) > l-b-'j or u{xk\^) < 6 + 7}) = 1. 
Hence, 1 - 6 - 7 e ^^T'''^ 
By definition 
so we conclude that 
and since 7 is arbitrary. 
a = inf A[^'''\ 
l - 6 - 7 < 1 - a , 
l - 5 < 1 - Q , 
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that is 
—b < —a, 
or 
a<b. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 5 . 4 . 3 . In an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space {X, ii,u, *,'()), the 
statistically bounded sequence x is statistically convergent if and only if 
st(^,j,)-liminf X = st(^,i,)-limsupx. 
P r o o f . Let a, (3 be si(^,^)-lim inf a; and st(/^,,,)-limsupa;, respectively. Now we 
assume that st{fj,^„)- limx = L. Then for every e > 0 and b G (0,1), 
S{{k : ix{xk;t) < 1 - 6 or v{xk;t) > b}) = 0, 
so that 
6{{k : M(xfc; ^) * ii{L- ^) < 1 - 6 or u{xk; ^)Oi/(L; ^) > b}) = 0. 
Let for every t > 0, 
or 
such that 
Then 
and therefore 
supnixk]-) = l-bi and supyu(L;-) = 1 - ?J2, 
t z t z 
inf u{xk] 9) "^ ^1 ^^^ ^^^^(^' 0^ ^ ^2 
(1 - 61) * (1 - 62) < 1 - & or 61O&2 > -^ (5.4.1) 
5({A; : fiixk-, ^) < 1 - 61 or K^^ fe; 2) > ^1}) = 0, (5.4,2) 
6({k : /^ (xfc; - ) < 1 - 61 - 7 or z/(xfc; -) > bi + 7}) = 0 for every 7 > 0. (5.4.3) 
Now applying Theorem 5.4.1 and the definition of s^(^,^)-limsupx, we get 
5{{k : nixk, - ) < 1 - ;0 - 7 or p{xk; - ) > /3 + 7}) = 0 for every 7 > 0. (5.4.4) 
From (5.4.3), (5.4.4) and by the definiton of st(^,i,)-limsupx, we get 
1 — 5 i — 7 < 1 — / 3 — 7 o r 5 i + 7 > / 3 + 7, 
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that is, 
0<bi. (5.4.5) 
Now we find those k for which 
l^{^k\ - ) > 1 - 61 + 7 or i^ (xfc; - ) < 5i - 7. 
We can easily observe that no such k exists which satisfies (5.4.1) and above condition 
together. Therefore this impUes that 
5{{k : ii{xk; - ) > 1 - 61 + 7 or u(xk; ^) < h - j}) ^ 0. 
Since a = st^^^^y hminf x, by Theorem 5.4.1', we get 
S{{k : id{xk; - ) > 1 - a + 7 or u{xk; ^) < a - ^}) = 0. 
By the definition of si(^^i^)-fiminf x, we have 
1—a + 7 < l — 6 i + 7 o r a — 7 > 6 i — 7, 
that is, 
61 < a. (5.4.6) 
From (5.4.4) and (5.4.5), we get (3 < a. Now combining Theorem 5.4.2 and the 
above inequahty, we conclude a = p. 
Conversely, suppose that a = (3 and let supj/x(L,t) = 1 — a or infti/(L,t) = a. 
Then for any 7 > 0, Theorems 5.4.1 and 5.4.1' will together imply that 
S{{k : fi{xk; - ) < 1 - a - I or iy{xk; - ) > a + | } ) = 0, (5.4.7) 
and 
Now 
S{{k : fx{xk; - ) > 1 - a + ^ or i^{xk; - ) < a - | } ) = 0. (5.4.8) 
1 - a > //(L; t) = ii{xk - {xk ~ L);t) 
and 
>Kxk;^)*Kxk~L;-), 
a < iy{L;t) = v{xk - [xk - L);t) 
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Therefore 
f^ixk] 2) * f^i^k - L;-)<l-aoT u{xk\ -)OHxk - L;-) > a. (5.4.9) 
Let supj{/u(xfc - L; I)} = 1 - ai or init{u(xk - L; | ) } = ai, where ai e (0,1) and 
(5.4.7) and (5.4.9) hold. Then 
t O' t ^ 
d{{k : /i(xfc - L; - ) < 1 - ai - - or u{xk - L;-) > ai + -}) = 0, 
which is true for aU 7 > 0. Hence 
S{{k : fi{xk - L; - ) < 1 - ai or i/{xk - L;-) > ai}) = 0, 
which is true for all a < ai G (0,1), because 1 — oi is the least upper bound or ci is 
the greatest lower bound. 
Now repeat the process by taking (5.4.8) and (5.4.9) instead of (5.4.7) and 
(5.4.9). If (5.4.8) and (5.4.9) are satisfied, theninft//(xfc—L; | ) = 1—ai or sup^ iy{xk-
On contrary suppose that 1 — ai ^ inft ^.{xk — L\ | ) or Oi 7^  sup^ v(xk, - L; | ) 
and conditions (5.4.8) and (5.4.9) are satisfied. This implies that there exists some 
r G (0,1) such that either 1 — r = ii{xk — L; | ) or r = p{xk — L\ | ) for some t > 0 
where 1 - aj > 1 — r or oi < r. 
As (5.4.8) and (5.4.9) are satisfied, and let us suppose that inft/x(xjt — L; | ) = 
1 - a2 or v{xk - L; I) = 02-
Then 
1 — ai > 1 — 02 or ai < 02. (5.4.10) 
Put inff ii{xk - L; | ) or sup^ u{xk - L; | ) in (5.4.9), we get 
ljL{xk - L; - ) * (1 - 02) < 1 - a or u{xk - L; -)0a2 > a. 
Using (5.4.8) we get, 
(1 - a + ? ) * (1 - «2) < 1 - a or (a - ^)0(a2) > a for all 7 > 0. 
Clearly, 
(1 - a - ^) * (1 - 02) < 1 - a or (a + ^)0(a2) > a for all 7 > 0. (5.4.11) 
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Now 
1 - ai = swpfi{xk - L\ - ) or a^ = iniu{xk - L; - ) 
t Z t Z 
where Oi e (0,1) satisfying (5.4.7) and (5.4.9). 
From (5.4.11), we conclude that 1 —02 is another value satisfying (5.4.7) and (5.4.9). 
Hence 
1 — ai < 1 — 02 or 02 < ai-
This contadicts (5.4.10). Hence 1 — ai = inff fi{xk — L; | ) or ci = sup^ i'{xk ^ L; 11 
satisfying conditions (5.4.8) and (5.4.9). 
Therefore the inequality becomes true for all a > ai G (0,1), because 1 — ai is the 
greatest lower bound, and hence 
5{{k : ii(xk - L; - ) < 1 - a or u{xk - L;-) > a}) = 0, 
for each t > 0 and a G (0,1). Therefore 
st(^,^)-limx = L. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
R e m a r k 5 . 4 . 2 . All the results of this chapter can easily be proved in intuition-
istic fuzzy 2-normed space. 
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Chapter 6 
ON A-STATISTICAL CONVERGENCE 
WITH RESPECT TO THE INTUITIONISTIC 
FUZZY NORMED SPACE 
ON A-STATISTICAL CONVERGENCE 
WITH RESPECT TO THE INTUITIONISTIC 
FUZZY NORMED SPACE 
6.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we study A-statistical convergence and A-statistical Cauchy on in-
tuitionistic fnzzy normed space. We also introduce the concept of statistical com-
pleteness which provides a more general framework to study the completeness of 
intuitionistic fuzzy normed spaces. 
First, we recall the definition of A-statistically convergence which was intro-
duced by Mursaleen [34]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 6 . 1 . 1 [34] . Let A = (A„) be a non decreasing sequence of positive 
numbers tending to oo such that 
\i+i ^ A„ + 1, Ai = 0. 
Let K C N. The number 
5x{K) - lim —|{n - An + 1 < A: < n : fc G K} | 
is said to be the X-density of K. 
Definition 6.1.2 [34]. A sequence x = {xk) is said to be \-statistically convergent 
to the number L if for every e > 0, the set N{e) has A-density zero, where 
N{e) = {/c G /„ : \xk ~L\> e}, 
and In = [n — A„ + l ,n]. In this case, we write st\-\\Ti\x = L. 
6.2. A-statistical convergence in IFNS 
Now we are ready to define: 
D e f i n i t i o n 6 . 2 . 1 . Let (X,//, z/, * ,0) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. 
Then a sequence x = (xfc) is said to be a X-statistically convergent to L e X with 
respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/i, u) if for every t > 0 and e > 0, 
5x{{k G 4 : fi{xk -L;t)<l-eov u{xk - L;t) > e}) = 0, (1) 
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or equivalently 
Sx{{k e In •• Ma-'fc - L;t) > 1 - e or u{xk - L;t) < e}) = I. {I'} 
In this case, we write st^_^-limx = L or Xk —^ L{Sx), where L is said to be 
st} x-limx and we denote the set of all A-statistically convergent sequences witli 
respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/i, v) by {S\)n^u-
By using (1) and (1'), we easily get the following lemma. 
L e m m a 6 . 2 . 1 . Let {X, ^, z^ , *, <0>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. Then 
for every t > 0 and e > 0, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) st^^,,-limx = L. 
(h) Sx{{k e In •• f^i'Xk -L;t) <!-€}) = Sx{{k G /„ : u(xk - L;t) > e}) = 0. 
(in) 6x{{k G In •• lJ^{xk - L;t) > 1 - e and u{xk - L;t) < e}) = I. 
(iv) Sx{{k G In •  f^ixk -L;t)>l- e}) = Sxi{k G /„ : u{xk - L]t) < e}) = 0 
(v) stx-y\ra.ji{xk — L;t) = 1 and stA-limi/(xfc — L;t) = 0. 
T h e o r e m 6 . 2 . 1 . Let (X, ^,i/, *,<» be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. If 
a sequence x = (xk) is A-statistically convergent with respect to the intuitionistic 
fuzzy norms {fi, u), then stj^  ,^-limit is unique. 
P r o o f . Suppose that st^_^-linix = Li and st^j^-limx = L2. Given e > 0, choose 
r > 0 such that ( l - r ) * ( l - r ) > 1 - e and rOr < e. Then, for any t > 0, defin(> 
the following sets as: 
^^,i(^' t) = {ke In •• fi{xk -Li;t)<l-r}, 
Ki,,2{rA) ^{keln-. fiixk -L2\t)<l- r} , 
Ku,i{r,t) = {kein- p{xk- Li\t) > r}, 
Ku,2{r,t) = {keln: i^{xk - L2]t) > r}. 
Since st^,^-hma; = Li, we have by Lemma 6.2.1. 
SxiK^^,{e,t)) = 6x{K,,ii^,t)) = 0 for all t > 0. 
Furthermore, using st^_^-limx = L2, we get 
6xiK^^2{e,t)) = 6x{K,2{e,t)) = 0 for all t > 0. 
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Now let X^,.(e,t) = (i^^,i(e,t) U K^,2(e,t)) n {K,,i{e,t) U K.,2(e,t)). Then ol)serve 
that 5x{K^,,{e,t)) = 0 which hnphes, 5x{n \ /^^,.(e,t)) = 1. If /c G N \ K^^,{e,t). 
then we have two possible cases, (a) fc G N \ (/C^,i(e, t) U ii'^_2(e,0)> ^^ ^^  (b) /c e 
N \ (K^,i(e,t) U K;.,2(e,t)). We first consider that k e (7^ ,^1(6, t) U K^^2{^,t)). Then 
we have 
/;.(Li - L 2 ; t ) >iiixk-Li;-Uidixk-L2;-\> (1 - r) * (1 - r ) . 
Since (1 — r) * (1 — r) > 1 — e, it follows that 
/ / ( L i - L 2 ; t ) > 1 - e . (2) 
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we get /^(Li — L2; i) = 1 for all t > 0, which yields Li = L2. 
On the other hand, if /c G N \ {K,^^i{e, t) U Ky^2{^, t)), then we may write 
u{Li - L2\t) < uixk-Li;-j<}uixk~L2;-j< r<}r. 
Now using the fact that r(}r < e, we see that 
u{Li - L2\t) < e. 
So we have /x(Li - L2;t) — 1 for all t > 0, which implies Li = L2. Therefore, 
in all cases, we conclude that st^ j,-hmit is unique. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 6 . 2 . 2 . Let (X,/i, z^ , *,<)) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. If 
(//, f)-limx = L, then st^j,-lim2; = L. But the converse need not be true. 
P r o o f . Let (/i, z/)-lima; = L. Then for every t > 0 and e > 0, there is a number 
fco G N such that 
H(xk — L]t) > 1 — e and u(xk — L;t) < e 
for all k > ko- Hence the set 
{k G In : fi{xk - L;t) < 1 - e or i^(xk - L;t) > e} 
has finite number of terms. Since every finite subset of N has density zero and henc(^  
Sx{{k G /„ : fi{xk - L; t) < 1 - e or u{xk - L;t) > e}) = 0, 
that is, st^ ,^-limx = L. 
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For converse, we construct the following example: 
E x a m p l e 6 . 2 . 1 . Define a sequence x = (xk) by 
J fc, for n — [\/Xn\ + 1 < k < n\ , 
'^ ' \ 0, otherwise. 
Let for e:> 0, t > 0 
Kn{e,t) := {kein- K^k^t) < 1 - e or i^{xk;t) > e}. 
Then 
Sx{Kn{e, t)) = (//, p)- lim -—^ = 0 as n ^ oo, 
which implies that Xk —^ O(S'A), while it is obvious that Xk /—^ 0. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T h e o r e m 6 . 2 . 3 . Let (X,^, !/,*,<)) be an intuitionistic fuzzy norined space. 
Then, st^^^- lim x = L if and only if there exists a subset K — {ki < k2 < • • • } ^N 
such that S\{K) = 1 and {iJ.,i^)- lim Xk^ = L. 
n—>oo 
P r o o f . Necessity. Suppose that st^^y limx = L. Let for any t > 0 and r = 1, 2, • • • 
Mf,^^{r, t) = <keln- fJ'ixk - L;t) > 1 and u{xk - L;t) < -> 
and 
K^,u{r, t) = Ik e In'- fJ-ixk - L; f) < 1 - - or iy{xk - L;t)> - i . 
Then 5x{K^i^j,{r,t)) = 0, since st^,^-lima; = L. Also 
Af^,,(r,t)DM^,^(r + l , t) (4i 
and 
(^A(M^,.(r,t)) = l, (5) 
for !^  > 0 and r = 1,2, • • • . 
Now we have to show that for k e M^^^{r, t), Xk -^ L. Suppose that Xky^L. 
Therefore there is some a > 0 such that 
<k e In-. lJi{xk - L; t) < 1 - a or p{xk - L;t) > a\ (6) 
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V ' 
for infinitely many terms Xk-
Let 
M^,^^{a,t) = }keln- K^k - L;t) > I - a and u{xk - L;t) < a 
and a > ^, r = 1,2, • • • . 
Then 
Sx{M^A(^,t))^0, (7) 
and by (4), M^^r.t) C M^Aa,t). Hence <5x(M^,i,(r,t)) = 0, which contradicts (5). 
Therefore Xk —^ L. 
Sufficiency. Suppose that there exists a subset K — {ki < k2 < • • •} ^fl such 
that 5\{K) = 1 and (/i, f)- hm Xk^ = -^ , i-e., there exists A'' G N such that for every 
a > 0 and t > 0 
(^xfc — L; t) > 1 — a and v{xk — L]t) < a. 
Now 
K^^a, t) := {k G /„ : /i(xfc - L; t) < 1 - a or i/(xfc - L;t) > a} 
C N - {fcAr+i,/civ+2,---}-
Therefore, 5x{K^Aa,t)) < 1 - 1 = 0. Hence, st^,^-limx = L. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
6.3. A-statistically complete IFNS 
In [15], Karakus et al. has defined the concept of statistically Cauchy sequences 
on intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. In this section, we define A-statistically Caucli}' 
sequences with respect to an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space and introduce a new 
concept of statistical completeness. 
D e f i n i t i o n 6 . 3 . 1 . Let {X,ij,,v,*,(}) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. 
Then, a sequence x = (xk) is said to be a X-statistically Cauchy with respect to the 
intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/x, u) if for every t > 0 and e > 0, there exists A'' = A''(e) 
such that for all A;, £ > A'^  
5\{{k G In •• K^k - xe;t) <l-eor v{xk - Xf, t) > e}) = 0. 
T h e o r e m 6 . 3 . 1 . Let (X,/x, «v, *,<0>) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space. If 
a sequence x = [xk] is A-statistically convergent, then it is A-statistically Cauchy 
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with respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm {iJ,,iy). 
P r o o f . Let x = (xk) be A-statistically convergent to L with respect to the intu-
itionistic fuzzy norm (fi,i'), i.e., st^j,-\imx = L. 
Sx{{k G /„ : i^{xk - L; t) < 1 - e or u{xk - L;t) > e}) = 0. 
In particular, for k = N 
S\{{k e In '• KXN - L; t) < 1 - e or U{XN - L;t) > e}) = 0. 
Since 
fi{xk - XN; t) = fj,{xk - L-XN + L;- + -) 
> n{xk -L;-)* fi{xN - L] -). 
similarly, 
i^{xk - XN; t) < u{xk - L; -)<>iy{xN ~ -^ ; 9)-
So, we have 
Sx{{k G /„ : ii{xk - Xiv; t) < 1 - e or u{xk - XN; t) > e}) = 0, 
that is, x is A-statistically Cauchy with respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/x, u). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
D e f i n i t i o n 6 . 3 . 2 . An intuitionistic fuzzy normed space {X, /x, v, *, 0 ) is said to 
be complete if every Cauchy sequence is convergent in {X, /i, z^ , *, <C>). 
We define the following: 
D e f i n i t i o n 6 . 3 . 3 . An intuitionistic fuzzy normed space (X,//, i/, *, <)) is said 
to be statistically [X-statistically) complete, if every statistically (A-statistically) 
Cauchy sequence with respect to (/x, v) is statistically (A-statistically) convergent 
with respect to (/^ , p). 
T h e o r e m 6 . 3 . 2 . Every intuitionistic fuzzy normed space (X,/i, i^ , * ,0) is sta-
tistically complete, but not complete in general. 
P r o o f . Let x = [xk) be A-statistically Cauchy but not A-statistically convergent 
with respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/x, v). Then there exists A^  such that 
(a) 5x{A{e,t)) = 0, where 
A{e, t) = {k e In : fJ.{xk - XN; t) < 1 - e or iy{xk - XN; t) > e} 
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and (b) 5x{B{e,t)) = 0, where 
B{t,t) = (fc G In •• ^{xk - L-,t) > 1 - e and u{xk - L;t) < a}. 
Since 
/i(xfc - XN] t) > 2i^{xk -L;-)>l-e, if n{xk - L; - ) > (1 - e)/2 
iy{xk - XM; t) < 2u{xk - L; - ) < e, if u{xk - L;-) < e/2. 
Therefore 
Sx{{k e In • Kxk - XN;t) > I- € and z/(xfc - XN] t) < e}) = 0, 
that is, Sx{A{e, t)) = 1, since x is A-statistically Cauchy with respect to intuitionistic 
fuzzy norm (/x, z^ ), a contradiction to (a). So x must be A-statistically convergent 
with respect to intuitionistic fuzzy norm (/i, i^ )-
Hence, every IFNS is A-statistically complete. 
To see that an IFNS is not complete in general, we have the following example: 
E x a m p l e 6 . 3 . 1 []. Let X = (0,1] and 
t \x\ 
li{x] t) = — and p{x] t) t'^\x\ t + \x\ 
Then (X, /x, v, min, max) is IFNS but not complete, since the sequence (^) is Cauchy 
with respect to (//, u), but not convergent with respect to the same (/i, v). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
From Theorems 6.2.3., 6.3.1. and 6.3.2., we can state the following: 
T h e o r e m 6 . 3 . 3 . Let (X, //, z/, *, <0) be an intuitionistic fuzzy normed space, and 
let X — (xk) be a sequence in X. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) X is A-statistically convergent with respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm 
(^,v). 
(b) X is A-statistically Cauchy with respect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm (ii,iy). 
(c) Intuitionistic fuzzy normed space (X,//, i^ , *, 0 ) is A-statistically complete. 
(d) There exists an increasing index sequence K — (/c„) of natural numbers such 
that S\{K) = 1 and the subsequence {xk„) is A-statistically Cauchy with re-
spect to the intuitionistic fuzzy norm {/j,, v). 
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